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GRAYLANDS TEACHERS COLLEGE. 
J6.249/e/73. 
THE TEACHING OF ABORIGINAL CHILDREN. 
A}:>s trao ~ • 
Information was sought late in 1972 about problems encountered by teachers 
in schools with a fairly high proportion >f Aboriginal children. For this purpose 
a questionnaire was designed to elicit i!Cormation about the school situation, the 
surrounding community, enrolment, age and experience of the teaching staff and 
actual pedagogical problems encountered and methods of dealing with them. Another 
principle aim was to ascertain the extent to which the ~riculum had been adapted 
to local situations and to determine what implications this might have for pre-
service and in-service trainingo 
This preliminary report outlines some of the findings of the survey. Con-
clusions are necessarily tentative at this early stage as it became increasingly 
obvious as the results were tabulated that there was need for further and more 
detailed analysis of particular findingso 
The survey questionnaire sought information in the following general areas: 
Te'2:£_hers: th€ir age, sex and teaching experience • 
Schools: their location~ type and enrolment. 
Educational Policies: their nature, comprehension, perceived effectiveness, 
and .s.dapta tion in the field si tua ti.on • 
Training of Teachers: whether there is need for specialized training either 
in pre-service or in-service training. 
Pedagogical Problems: those encountered in the actual school situation and 
methods of dealing with them • 
The Aboriginal in the Ccirrun:;n:1.ty: his opportunities, aspirations, economic 
assimilation and associated problems. 
The questionnaire was directed to schoo1.s in the following regions of the 
State: (1) Kimberleys, (2) T'ne North West, (3) The Eastern Goldfields, and 
(4) The Great Southern. It is clear from the actual schools included in the over-
all survey that, while they may not form a r;:;p:resentative sample, thay do 
ro:prcs::mt · the general prob:i.3ms encountered in teaching Aboriginal children. 
An endeavour wo.s made to summarise and make relevant comments on the infor-
mation elicited from the questionnaireo The actual tables and comments upon which 
the summary findings were based have been attached as appendices arranged in order 
of topics discussed in the main text~ The final section of this report is the 
questionnaire itself which demonstrates in more detail the purpose of the survey 
and the t,ype of questions employed, It 1.-ms generally through the use of open-
ended questions tha·~ new insights :LP.to the problems encountered in teaching Aborig-
inal children were gainedo 
SUKfLARY :FTND INGS. 
I. Profile of Teachers .• 
Approximately half the teachers who responded to the questionnaire were under 
the age of 260 Further, about 75 per cent of the respondents were between the 
ages of 19 and 35n Although the Geachers were relatively young, the majority were 
not inexperienced. There ~:co·~o 20 -1 ·, ?.ri po::· o.e::nt who had taught for less than 
one year (with the exception of 44 per cent of the teachers from the Eastern Gold-
fields who had taught for less than one year).l There were slightly more females 
than males among the respondents with the percentage of female teachers being 
highest in the large schools located in townso 
~Statistics from the Eastern Goldfields should be regarded with caution for 
the percentages are basGd on responses of only 9 teachers and 4 schools and may 
not be statistically significant • 
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I.. Profile of Teachers (Contd.). 
About a fifth of the respondents were headmasters. The majority of respondents 
(both teachers and headmasters) had taught for at least five years or more. Most 
had taught either composite classes or the junior primary grades with a·smaller 
proportion of respondents responsible exclusively for the middle and upper·primary 
grades. 
In sum, most of the teachers were young, with between 1-10 years' experience 
and in charge of the junior primary grades. 
II. Scho..Ql. and Its Surrounding Communi t_;y:. 
1. T;ype and Location of Schools SEYJml3.a: 
All of the schools sampled from the North West and the Great· Southern 
regions were situated in towns. In contrast, the majority of schools in the 
Eastern Goldfields were on missions (again a note of caution must be raised· in 
light of the low rate or response from this area where only 9 teacl...ers returned 
questionnaires from four schools). The schools in the Kimberley were fairly well 
distributed between mission, station and town locations. · 
2. M_ucational Facilities for Aborigines in the Community: 
Responses suggested that pre-school facilities were available in most 
centres. Although Commonwealth Government paid fees for Aboriginal children and 
'home m~ers' have tried to improve attendance, it was still ~ow in most areas. 
There were some communities that were still lacking kindergarten and other pre-
school facilities. 
The provision of educational programmes for Adult Aborigines is an area 
which needs to be researched. According to the respondents, there was an appalling 
underutilization of adult programmes, partic.ularly in the North West. There needs to 
be an investigation into why fncilities provided are not utilized. 
III • .Q:Qj.nions concerning In-Service Educational Policies. 
1. Knowledge of Policies and Need for Changes: 
'The majority of teachers responded that they understood some but not all 
the'Educati6n Department's current policies concerning Aboriginal education. The 
existing confusion was apparently due to the overlapping functions of different 
Commonwealth and State Government Departments involved in Aboriginal education. 
Most of the teachers felt that new govern.men t policies on Aboriginal education 
were needed. 
There was not much confusion about school guidelines. These were often 
established by the staff itself and changed when neces~ary to meet prevailing con-
ditions. Teachers responded that they were informed of school policy via· staff 
meetings, discussions with the headmaster and written school policy and staff 
information sheets. 
One policy that the teachers were asked to comment on was the length of 
teaching service that should be required for teaching in a predominantly Aboriginal 
school. Eighty percent of the teachers felt that a two year minimum limit should 
be set for both headmasters and assistants. Several teachers raised the point that 
two years could be too long for unsuitable teachers. Others felt that greater 
inducement should be offered to suitable teQchers to encourage longer periods of 
service beyond a two year minimum. With the exception of teachers in the 
Kimberleys, the majority of respondents were against a maximum time limit. Forty-
five per cent of the teachers in the Kimberleys suggested that a maximum time limit 
should be set but the length of time would vary depending on the position ef the 
teacher mid location of school. 
2. Adaptation of Curriculum: 
Most teachers believed the present curriculum contained an adequate 
source of learning experiences for Aboriginal children. However, at the same time 
the majority expressed the. q.esire to adapt the curriculum to local si tuc tions. The 
subject areas in which they felt most adaptation was needed were English language 
studies, social studies, and mathematics. They responded that generally teachers 
do adapt curriculum content for Aboriginal children but that special training was 
needed to carry out more.effective adaptation of the· curriculum. They did 
. · recognize tba t r, special curriculum for ill Aboriginal children would not be 
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2. }i.daptation of Curriculum (Contd.): 
practical since there was such a wide variation in.Aboriginal cultures throughout 
the Stat.e. It. was. mentioned that special curricula suitable in Gnowangerup in the 
Great'Southern.coµld be totally unsuitable for Aboriginal children located in the 
Nor~ WeE!t. . 
· Several <tuestions dealt with the Project Courses which have just recently 
been introduced at the secondary level to teach pre-vocational skills. Response to 
these questions was low since few schools have actually begun to teach the courses. 
From the limited reactions to ·the Project Courses it appeared that they have been 
fairly successful. Thirteen headmasters responded that they had been effective in 
achieving vocational skills. However, six headmasters of other schools felt they 
had not been very effective or were uncertain.of.their_effectiveness. Some heao.-
masters commented that more specialised training of teachers was needed. They also 
mentioned that the courses suffered· from lack of equipment and from inadeq~te 
supervision. . 
3 •. Overlapping of Staff: 
. _ . The majority res:ponse of teachers was that overlapping of staff w.s.s 
highly desirable. It was thought to be· a good idea to have some discussion with 
previous teachers. Howevei', often there was limlted accommodation at the school 
which created practical problems ~hen ?verlapping staff. 
4. ;. In-Service Training Cours~·--f~~ ·T~achers of Aboriginal Children: 
Most of the teachers had never attended an in-se~n.ce course de a.ling with 
Aboriginal. children. ·This was a ·significant fact. revealed by this survey. Those 
who had attended a.n i:h-servfoe · course (less than 15 per cent) felt that the 
practical aspects of teaching methods a...."'ld accounts of actual exp.eriences werE1 ... the 
mos.t valuable pa;rts of. the cour~e. They suggested that more lectures and dis-
cuss'ions by experienced 'teachers and Aborigina1·:1eaders should be added to future 
courses. They also bel1.eved ·that in-service programmes should have more of a· 
sociological and ant~ropological basis~· 
In response to.a q~estion c;noerning the relevance of· the 1971 
In-Service Book for Teache-rs . oi .:.Aboriginal Children,. a .. l!ll'~ peroentag~ · of the . 
teachers remarked that they had not even seen the book. . Of those . who had seen the 
pook;, mo st felt it had re le van t' iriforfna tion for their teacl,ung· situ~ tiori. The 
follow:i,.ng articles wer~ .se.en as the most helpful: !'Ori;i.l. English"· by R •. Oliver, 
Accounts of ls t-hund experience, II Social and Qultural :change..:.- A bo:i;-igiruil . 
Australians" by c. Makin, "Teaching English. in Schools .f'.or Aboriginal ·Pupils" b.Y 
J. Quinn,. a:rxl "Objectives for Teachers of Aboriginal :i?u.pils 11 by s •. Palmer • .''Many 
of the other articles were mentioned as being helpful which suggests that the oyer-
all content of the book was relevant and needs to be distributed to all teachers 
of Aboriginal children. 1.I'here were requests for more information on discipline 
problems, 4"boriginal health, housing, prejudice, how to adapt curriculum and. 
practical ideas and aids suitable for.Aboriginal pupils. 
5. Planning: 
(a) I:lanning at the Education Department Level: 
Responses to a general question about planning for Aboriginal education 
were varied and fell into four main areas as follows: 
(i) Material Assistance - School Level 
More finance needed to counter lack of P & C. 
Supply of equipment based on research into special needs. 
Quicker supply of necessary material. 
Supply of simple workbooks for reading, phonics, maths. 
Simple reading series related to children's needs. 
Department needs to recognise need to provide facilities to meet 
needs of Aborigines. 
Special readiness material needed. 
More sport and P/E equipment needed. 
More camp school opportunities. 
(ii) Advisory Assi.stance ..;. Teaching & 'l'echnigues. 
In-Service Conferences needed by all. 
Regional In-Service Conferences. 
Special Curriculum for Aboriginal children. 
Guidance Officers to plan · remedial teaching. . . 
Appoint· advisory superintendents or ,:teachers in· Aboriginal ed1:19atio~. 
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5. Planning: Advisory Assistance:- Teaching & Techniques (Contd.). 
Encourage teachers to adapt curriculum to meet Aboriginal needs. 
Reduce superintendent load to enable more advisory visits. 
Develop more project typ.e courses--extend ·into primary school. 
Hore. realistic approach to planning of courses. Base planning on 
experience. 
(iii) Facilities for Aboriginal Children and Adults. 
More action needed to meet needs of Aborigines. 
More ·pre-schools.·· 
More hos.tels. 
Better housing for Aborigines. 
(iv) Staff 
Avoid appointing teachers fresh from teachers college. 
Need smaller pupil-teacher ratio. 
More careful selection of staff. · 
Greater promotional opportunities for Headmasters of Special Native 
schools. 
(b) Plalll'1ipg at School Level. 
Once again responses were numerous and varied and appeared tofall into 
four m~in categories as follows: 
... 
(i) Courses - Curricula - Methods. 
· ' Special classes for Aboriginal children. 
Study in vernacular (and teaching). 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Schools should have authority to plan and adjust as found necessary, 
Need for basic and normal courses -- special curriculum. 
Ability grouping rather than grade.placing. 
Flexible timetabling. 
Cross grading. 
Definite policy needed to bring Aboriginal children to level of 
European-AustralilJll children. 
Adjust.courses to level of child. 
Awareness n~~ded of limited conceptual development of Aboriginal 
pupils. · · · 
Empha~is on activity and practical examples. 
Adapt syllabus to suit local needs and conditions. 
Provis.ion of curriculum guides and gUides to levels of expectation. 
Teache:"'s a·nd General Staffing. 
Staff need to approach probler.1s·as a team. 
Need for frequent s ta.ff discussions. 
More than "youthful enthusiasm" needed. 
Experienced staff needed for remedial work. 
Fewer staff changes - overlap needed. 
Smaller classes needed. . . 
Need for greater effort to encourage, motivate and provide incentives 
for success. 
More tim0 for teachers to attend In-Service courses. 
Te.achers need to have special training. 
_General Aboriginal Welfare and Heal th. 
Provision of meals at minimum cost. 
Need for communication with parents. 
Supervision of home environment and hostels to achieve punctuality, 
nutrition and sleep. 
Special emphasis needed on health and hygiene. 
Encourage ~esponsibility in Aboriginal children -- use as· leaders. 
(iv) Materials. 
Adequate display space needed. 
Better facilities needed for ade·quate training in heal th and hygiene. 
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(c) ~anning at Teacher Education Level. 
Responses were grouped into three major areas. 
( i) Courses at 1reachers College in .Aboriginal Education ( General Suggestions) 
Teachers College courses needed. 
Knowledge of problems to be encountered - contact with experienced 
teachers. 
Need for anthropological background. 
Training in remedial techniques. 
Specialist or option courses needed. 
Practice teaching in schools with Aboriginal children. 
Knowledge of mental attributes of Aboriginal children. 
Need for college staff with experience in teaching Aborigines. 
Training needed in group techniques, methodology appropriate for 
Aboriginal children. 
(ii) Specifically mentioned courses. 
Language study needed. 
Training in educating 'deprived' children. 
Supply short course in .Aboriginal education for teachers appointed. 
Adaptation of curriculum needed. 
English as a second language. 
(iii) Remedial Teaching Techniques. 
This area was seen as the most essential training to acquire for 
teachers of Aboriginal children. 
6• Mixed Aboriginal/European-Australian School: 
There was a general-consensus that the children who are negle~ted in a 
mixed school are the slower students -- both Aboriginal and European-Australian, 
Although some teachers felt that Aboriginal children were occasionally neglected 
in order to cater for the needs of the European-Australian children, in general, the 
teachers believed that the ~ain differences in the classroom were ability levels not 
'racial' distinctions. Ability grouping, unit progress and other methods of individ-
ualising syllabus were given as ways of overcoming individual differences. But 
often teachers cannot devote all the time required to children at either extreme of 
progress. 
The final question in this section was: "Do you believe that, in many 
cases, 'Aboriginal children might just as well not be going to school at all?" 
Approximately 75 per cent of the teachers answered "no" to this question, ex•ept 
for the teachers from the Great Southern region. Only 58 per cent of them 
r~sponded "no" to that question. In other words, a fairly substantial number of 
teachers from the Great Southern agreed that Aboriginal children might just as well 
not be going to school at all. In general the comments from the teachers 
indicated that although progress in cognitive learning might be minimal, the 
socialisation process resultant from school attendance made it "worthwhile". 
7. Remedial Teaching: 
More than 70 per cent of all teachers agreed that there was a 11 great need" 
fo.r "concentrated remedial teaching." Those who did not agree with the need for 
emphasis on remedial teaching suggested in their comments tha~ there was a greater 
need for 'readiness' teaching rather than 'remedial'. 
( 
The period of an Aboriginal child's schooling seen as the most critical - ( 
was that of pre-school and junior primary. Upper primary and early secondary was 
cited by many teachers as another critical period. At this time, it was suggested, . 
Aboriginal children became increasingly aware of their disadvantaged position and 
begin to question the value of education for themselves. 
8. Mastery of ~nglish: 
Responses indicated that except in remote districts all children spoke 
a ·form of "English" but this was deficient in most cases. This was not simply 
"poor English." Linguists are currently referring to this speech as "Aboriginal 
English" which is defined us a dialect with an English vocabulary but a structure, 
grammar.and intonation which is influenced by and accompanied with a superceded 
vernacular language. 
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9. Vocational Training and Employment Opportunities: 
The· gener'al consensus of teachers was that employment pros~ects for 
Aboriginal school leavers were poor. Present employment prospects lthose 
mentioned most frequently)' were as follows: . 
For Aboriginal boys: .labourers: shire, wharf, water supply and road; 
station work: stockmen and general hands; 
gardeners and tradesmen. 
For Aboriginal girls: shop assistants, domestics, nursing aides, 
office jobs, kindergarten helpers • 
These answers highlight the need for vocational training which prepares 
Aboriginal children for general employment in their district. 'Project' type 
courses with tradesmen instruction were most often suggested. Provision of · 
hostels in larger centres and Government action to provide employment were also 
seen.as necessary • 
There was evidence of the negative effect of lack of employment 
opportunities on the Aboriginal, principally in his attitude towD.rd continuing 
his education. Teachers also mention the adverse effects of the situation in 
eamps and reserves where many were able to live on welfare payments without 
working. Creation of employment and changing community attitudes toward 
employing Aborigines were, seen as two essential factors necessary to reverse the 
present poor employment prospects for Aborigines. .. 
10. Health: 
·Responses showed very strong evidence of poor health mi.cl nutrition and 
their adverse effects on eud.cation of Aborigines. The main effects seen in th$ 
classroom were frequent day dreaming, i,nattention, vacant expressions, shor.t 
attention s~ans, poor concentration, apathy and restlessness. Many schools have 
endeavoured to overcome these problems with school health programmes involving. 
shower facilities, milk, protein biscuits and vitamin tablets. 
IV. O]inions about Teacher Education. 
l. T~aching of Engl~sh as a Second Language: 
Teaching of English as a second language was seen to be of greater 
importance in the Kimberley and Eastern Goldfields schools than in the Northwest 
and Great Southern regions. This was undoubedly due to the greater deficiency in 
English reported for the Kimberley and Eastern Goldfield school children. 
2. Educational Motivation: 
?Jiotivatio:(I. was assessed as strongest in Grade 1 and weakest in Grade 7. 
The lack of long-term aspirations did seem to lead t~ a depreciation of the value 
of education and con~equently decreasing motivation to learn. 
3. piscipline and Behavioural Problems: 
Aggressiveness~ absenteeism were more frequently mentioned as 
behavioural problems in the Grent Southern and Eastern Goldfields than in Kimberley 
and the North West regions. On the other hand, withdrawal and shyness were more 
common in the latter regions. Present living conditions, permissive child rearing, 
parental disinterest and peer group influences appeared to have about an equally 
significant bearing on behavioural problems associated with Aboriginal children and 
yet were areas in which the school influence was minimal. 
. In dealing with behavioural problems, teachers rated positive methods 
(praise and reward) as more 8Uccossful than negative ones (detention and corporal 
punishment). Many teachers commented that Aboriginal children did not regard 
staying in class as a punishment. 
4. Aboriginal Culture as part of Curriculum: 
About 75 per cent of Kimberley and North West teachers and 50 per cent of 
Eastern Goldfields and Great Southern teachers felt it was de~irable to teach a 
knowledge of Aboriginal cultures to all children (both .Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal) in school. It is likely that the higher value attached to 'tribal' 
customs in the northern areas qf the State wns the reason why teachers from that 
area desired to teach Aboriginal culture values in school. 
The rilajori ty of. teachers did not think that the existing m2.teria.ls used 
in their schools hnd any ethnocentric bins against Aborigines. However, it .. w1:..s 
pointed out by one teacher that Europenn-lms tralian books with predominantly 11 whi te" 
values assumed that these were good and by inference other·values (including many 
.A.borigino.1 values) were bad or at least not n.s good. 
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5. Sn~s.ia]. Tr~_piBfi_ for .~,P ... aphE{rs of· AbQr.i{£i,,,ru:i.l Cl~il,d,r.§11: C 
The majority of teachers considered special training desirable for ~eachers 
of i.lbor,iginal children.. The importance of learning remedial teachirig techniques and 
having practical experience teaching Aboriginal.children were stressed. 
6. Attributes of Teachers who were considered effective with Aboriginnl 
children: 
Female teachers were considered more effective in Junior Primary grades 
(1 and 2) and the reverse was true of the Upper grades (6 and 7). 1rhis seems to 
reflect educational policy and practice more - than anything else for certainly 
the attributes ne!=)ded for effective teaching at any level would not necessarily be 
sex-oriented, Understanding, adaptability, fairness, patience and firmness were all 
rated essential for. effectiveness. in teaching Aboriginal children. 
7. .tarental contact with school,: 
Generally parents were informed of their child's progress once a term 
through their report forms. Usually the parents or guardians were informed of 
school activities orally through their children or by newsletters and circulars 
sent by: the school. The. main problem with the latter method of communication was , 
that mo·st .Aboriginal parents could not read the newsletters. Another reason for 
minimal parental contact with schools was their indifference to education which 
perhaps originates from their seeing few benefits from educating their children •. 
The teachers have had only moderate success in trying to directly involve Aboriginal 
parents in the school and the educ;3. tion of their children. Displaying .children's 
w~rk at school at frequent interyals met with the greatest success. 
8. Motiva ti i', bori i:nal children to continue their education: 
. The ways ·suggested in th~ questionne.ire to encourage Aboriginal 
children to continue their educati-011 w(;lre tho11:ght by. the teachers to have. the . 
possibility of only mo.derate success. ~ing ·to encourage them through mone.tary ·· 
incentives, free housing cir .voca.tion0;lly-oriented courses would .not be convincing.~ 
teachers suggested, :i.f the opportunitiJs for employment were not made available , 
to Aborigines. 
9. Lcce~tance of Aboriginal in Local Cormn.unitv: 
'l'he responses to the qu~stion: 0 What present problems do yo11. consider 
prevent· the complete acceptance o:f the Aborigincl in the lo.cal community?" were 
divided into two main categories as follows: 
(1) Behaviour seen as originating in the Aboriginal (listed in order of· 
frequency mentioned). 
Lack of personal hygiene. 
Unreliable work habits,. J.o not keep jobs, indolent, lazy. 
Excessive drinking. 
Anti-social behaviour, delinquency, permissiveness, immorality. 
Reliance·on handouts; easier to live' on welfare handouts. 
Lack of ambition - very low asFirations - apathy. 
Indifference to dress - appenrc.nce - lack of self-respect. 
Inability to manage own affairs. 
Lack of interest, ability and resionsibility • 
. Shyness - lack of confidence - inferiority, coi!!plex. 
(2) Behaviour not attributed to Aboriginal Origi~: 
Prejudice - traditional non-acceptQnce. 
La.ck of adequate housing, over-crowding, relo.tives and living on 
reserves. 
Language barriers. 
Inability to attain or achieve standard of education or literacy. 
Lack of employment opportunities and low socio-economic status. 
Heal th factors. 
Prefer their own kind and ways. 
Different values - educs,tion and naterial goods not valued. 
Lack of human understanding on the part of 'white' peeiple. 
Those who have accepted 'whi tc:~' standards are accepted. 
'White' resentment of welfare handouts. 
1 o. Affect of home environment on Aboriginal children's education: 
Children from town houses, hostels, missi'+ns and camp reserves were rated 
on a number of items ranging from level of nutrition, personal hygiene, interest of 
parent or .guardian, .. educationally stimul3.ting environment, desire for self-
advancement, English vocabularly, adjustment to school, occupationai expectations, 
self esteem, cooperative Rtti tude, respect for adults to academic achievement as 
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10. Affect of home environment on Aboriginal children's education (Contd.): 
Children living in hostels rated highest in contrast to those living on reserves 
who were rated lowest. Those living in town homes and on missions were ranked in 
between those from hostels and reserves. This would appear to follow logically from 
the fact that the hostel environment would be most like the school environment and 
the reserve one least similar to school life. 
11. Leisure-tyue.activities for Aborigines: 
In most communities there are youth and church clubs, organized .sports, 
including swimming, and libraries for children. There are also sr~cial adult 
education programmes and Aboriginal centres. Although these facilities exist in 
most centres, they are not always utilized. One major problem is the lack of trans-
portation from camps and reserves to towns where most activities are located. This 
_ is compounded by the fact (or myth?) that Aborigines do not like to walk in the 
dark. 
12. _Affect of. lingµ.istic and cul ttiral background Oil; educatio!LQ! 
Abor:i.ginai· childreii: . · 
Several questions were posed to ascertain the effect of language and 
cultural background on the educational progress of Aboriginal children. Responses 
from the Kimberleys and North ::Test schools indicated that between one third and ene 
half of the pupils of grades 1 to 7 were adversely affected by their linguistic-
cultural background. This negative effect is considered either to inhibit all 
learning or as a major difficulty in coping with a normal education programme. The 
negative effect on learning is not peculiar to any one grade. It was of course 
shown as high in most grade ones. Another feature of the responses was the high 
incidence of reporting a negative effec~ in grade 7 and in post-primary grades. 
This was probably due to the·higher verbal content of the syllabus and greater depen-
dence on study reading where language deficiencies became a telling factor. It may 
be significant that the high adverse effect of language deficiency in grade 7 and 
post-primary classes matched the low level of motivation among Aboriginal children 
in these grades mentioned earlier. It could well be that these figures illustrate 
the cumulative effect of cultural-linguistic deficiencies and a continual pattern 
of failure. Perhaps, failure to learn is not due to lack of motivation but rather 
that'lack of motivation is a result of failure to learn • 
In North West and Kimberley regions the adverse effect of language/cultural 
background was reported to hinder the progress of .Aboriginal children as follows: 
Reading ••••••••••• approximately 8<:!/o of children adversely affected. 
Oral English •••••• approximately 90% of children adversely affected. 
~Jri tten Expression approxiw.tely 00% of children adversely affected • 
Social Studies •••• appro~'imately 80% of children adversely affected. 
Mathematics ••••••• approximately 75% of children adversely affected. 
Adjustment •••••••• approximately 75% of children adversely affected. 
Examination of tables 60 and 61 (see AppendiY. III) shows that a similar 
situation exists in both the Eastern Goldfields and·Great Southern schools. This 
raises the question of the relative effect of each of the two components --
language on the one hand and cultural background on the other. The great majority 
of Aboriginal children and adults in the Great Southern region speak English and 
use,English as the means of every day communication. The same applies to a lesser 
extent in the Eastern Goldfields, yet the teachers' estimates of the combined . 
effects of language-culture are remarkably similar throughout the State. This 
may suggest that in the Great Southern the divergent socio-cultural background of 
Aboriginal pupils was as inhibiting to learning as both language and socio-cultural 
barriers in other areas. It may also mea,n that the Aborigines I socio-cultural 
values are a more inhibiting factor than language and what has thought to have been 
the effect of language has actually been largely cuused by basic socio-cultural 
differences • 
Certainly within each region there are considerable variations in the 
living conditions and family values of Aboriginal children. It was mentioned 
earlier that teachers could distinguish among children who live in town houses, 
missions, hostels, or in camps on the outskirts of town or in reserves. The teachers 
indicated that in each educational area ~ssessed the lowest range involved children 
"" from camps and reserves where living cond.i tions were extremely poor. However, even 
among the better housed families the socio-cultural 'lag' could be deleterious to 
Aboriginal children's progress at school. The Watt~-Gallagher report (p.36) . 
indicates that although there is a growing feeling among Aboriginal parents that 
education is a 'good thing' and· they are making some endeavour to provide a 
favourable climate toward education, they are limited by their own deficient back-
"" ground. 
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How inu~h :worse then must it be for the Aboriginal child who sleeps in a discarded 
car body or in·a hovel on a reserve. 
· 13. Mental Abilit~ of Aboriginal Children. 
Several· questions endeavoured to ascertain the estimated vocabulary level 
of Aboriginal children. Figures suppli·ed indicated a very wide range of abilities. 
In a few returns while the chronological age and the estimated vocabular-,y age were 
very c_lose . the majority of teachers noted retardation. From the infor-
mati·on suppli.ecl it is ·estimated that Aboriginal children in the North West, 
Kimberley and Eastern Goldfields areas at the 5-7 age range have -their vocabulary 
range 1t yea:rs retarded and at the age of 12 this retardation has extended to an 
estimated 2f years. The estimates made by teachers in the Great Southern District· 
are similar for the 5-7 yea.rage group but at 12 years the retardation appears to 
be lower and "Aboriginal children of upper primary and post..:primar.1 grades have a 
reasonably good command of every-day English. 
The implication seems clE?ar - that pre"'."school.education for Aboriginal 
children is essential. The effect of home conditions on the development of 
vocabulary indicated that children from camps and reserves were rated. lower on 
vocabularly than children from town houses and hostels. 
14. Reading Material. 
The survey sought teachers' opinions on the principles governing content 
and structure of reading materials for Aboriginal children in tl:ie 5-7 and 7-12 age 
groups who were beginn:i,ng to read. 'rea.chers were _asked to assess the relative 
value 0f producing reading material related to: 
(a) Local Aboriginal folk lore. 
(b) European-Australian nursery rhyme or cultural heritage. 
: ( c) Experiential background in both cultures. 
(d) Experiential approach to the learning of reading. 
. . 
Seventy percent of Kimberley and North West teachers .saw value in 
relating reading material to AboriginalFoik Lore.for both the 5-7 and 7-12 age 
groups. No teachers from the Eastern Goldfields schools ugreed that this would be 
'most' valuable. A few saw. some possible value, but most were·: in disagreement. 
Gr~at Southern teachers appear to be evenly divided between seeing some value and 
in_d~sagreeing with suggestion. 
Opinions relating reading to European-Australian cultural heritage and 
nursery rhymes were fairly mixe_d - few teachers had strong opinions either way 
al 'though about 50 per cent of te.achers saw some possible value. 
Ho additional comments were asked for in these areas so there was-no way 
of. knowing just why teachers were of the opinions expressed - possibly they saw 
value in 'leveloping an understanding of European-Austra.iia:n cultural heritage as 
assisting in the assimilation of Aboriginal peoples.· · For- l:inguistic development 
of the Aboriginal child some of the nursery rhymes heritage of European children, 
of necessity must be introduced. However, integrated with this could be the . 
nursery r:iymes based on Aboriginal children (I'iary and Elizabeth Durack 's collection). 
Responses indicated that teachers in all parts of Western Australia were 
overwhelmingly in favour of reading material related to n planned 0xperiontial 
approach to tho learning of reading and incorporating elements of both cultures. 
This attitude is in keeping with the recommendations of the Watts-Gallaoher Report 
(p.129) 
11 
••••• this reading material should reflect the Aboriginal 
culture and also the European culture to which the Aboriginal 
Child iS being introduced.•• 0 • II 
and also, 
11 
••••• recommends that a series of readers be constructed 
on the basis of vocabulary and structure contr_g_J._9, 
reflecting elements of both Atioriginal and Europea:n 
cultures." 
( The reading material referred to in the two quotes above is for the use of 
Aboriginal children at the end of stage III of the Northern ·rerritories reading 
developm,,mt programme.) 
Toachers were asked if there was a relationship between reading material 
currently available l;l.nd in use, and the interests of the Aboriginal child. The 
majority of responses indicated oniy moderate or low relationshipe The low 
interest level clearly· indicates the need for the development of new material. 
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An indication of the availability and use of locally constructed 
experience readers was sought. Although 'Yes' responses were low the recent 
greatly increased inte.rest 'in the making of experience reade-rs (as outlined in the 
1973 In-Service ~ducation publication 'Developing the child') should result in an 
increase in fu~ctional reading material with high interest factors. A short course 
of -the construction of 'On the spot reading materials' using polaroid cameras was 
developed in the final term of 1972 for graduating students at Graylands Teachers 
Collogc, arid it is highly probable that in 1973 there will be a fuller course 
incorporating the procedures outlined in the In-Service booklet already mentioned~···· 
Teachers listed reading material in current use (end of 1972) as shown in 
descending order of frequency as follows: 
Happy Venture. 
Readers' Digest. 
Wide Range. 
Endeavour Series. 
s.R.A. & W.A.R.D.S. Reading 
Development Programmes. 
Janet & John. 
Cowboy Sam. 
Young Australians. 
Bush Bookl;l. · 
Beacon Series. 
McKee Readers • 
. A wide range of reading materials was listed in addition to those shown 
above indicating that teachers are experimenting and diversifying their reading 
programmes. The following were listed: 
Words in Colour 
Locally produced material. 
Dragon Series. 
Epic.Prose. 
Far and Near Readers. 
Far West Readers. 
Look Ahead Series. 
Kennet Readers. 
I. T .A. 
Advance Series. 
Dulch Readers. 
Yamalji Readers. 
Dolphin Series. 
Ladybird Readers. 
Schonoll Readers. 
Vanguard Series. 
Responses showed that in 1972 tho basic reading material in use was of 
European-Australian interest and cultural foundation, Happy Venture, Wide Range, 
Readers' Digest and Endeavour Series being the most commonly used. The fact that 
teachers used these readers although they have little or no cultural or interest 
relationship to the Aboriginal child, particularly in more remote areas, further 
emphasises the need for new materials that conform to the principles of vocabulary 
and.~cture control and are high in interest factor for Aboriginal children. 
Perhaps the Endeavour Series is seen as meeting some of these needs - perhaps also 
Cowboy Sam and Bush Books (when available). 
There appears to be evidence that teachers in more remote districts are 
not aware of new reading material that becomes available as they have very limited 
opportunity to examine this first hand. Some scheme whereby new reading (or other) 
material could be introduced to teachers in their schools appears to be called for. 
If special advisory tee.chers are not considered warranted, some form of Travelling 
Box Scheme (similar to the Hadley Library boxes) may give outback teachers the 
opportunity to see 'what is new' • There lllso seems to be a need to cons true t ( or 
modify) existing language development 'boxes' of tho Peabody, Dis tar and S.R.A. 
type to suit the needs of Aboriginal children. 
15. J{nowledge of Local Aborigin..9.l Dialects. . 
The value to teachers of knowledge of local Aboriginal dialects was seen 
as of 'SomG Vi::tl.ue' by half of the teachers responding; the o.ther half were about 
evenly divided between considering this to be of 'Great Value' and of 'Little 
Value'. The key to this ·pattern of response, except for re~ote districts, is that 
all children speak some form of 'English' even if it is deficienta 
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15. Knowledge of Local Aboriginal Dialects (Contd.). 
Jl).St as the amount of dialect used is known to vary considerably from 
place to place to place, .so is the nature of the dialect, making .a teacher's 
knowledge of one dialect viable in one place.but useless in another. (The mission 
authorities at La Grange have a.n Aboriginal population speaking five different 
dialects. ) The question arises here of where the teacher is to acquire the know-
ledge of Aboriginal dialect. '.rhe best place is probably int he district where it 
is commonly used, but if the present pattern of st~ff transfer continues, teachers 
w<;,uld be becoming e.cquainted with tl:le dialect as they were preparing to go elsewhere -
in all probability where the acquired langue.ge skill would be either useless or not 
required. Watts-Gallagher recognise the desirability of education in the vernacular 
but also recognise the impracticability - (p.100) 
" ••••• We believe that it would be impossible to require all 
teachers to master an Aboriginal language." 
Perhaps t.rie answer to the conflict be tween acceptance of the desirability of 
teacher ability to give instruction'in the mother tongue and the impracticability 
of achieving this may lie in the training of apt Aboriginal pupils as Teaching Aides 
for schools in their tribal or dialect region. However, they must be 
seen as Aides and not Teachers. 
16. Knowledge o.f_ Aboriginal Culture .• 
In ~esponse to a question concerning the need for teachers to have a 
knowledge of Aboriginal culture, teachers indico.ted that there was a need for a 
background and an understanding of the.Aboriginal culture - in general terms. Some 
of the problems attendant ·on knowledge of dialect are also applicable here. 
Cul tura.l patterns no doubt vary from place to place. However, the trans·fer · .of s-taff 
is not of such importance here. Teachers may move but schools usually s:tay and, .:ik 
should be an interesting and not too .difficult a task for teachers, over the years, 
to build up a well document~d account of myths. and legends and a comprehensive 
knowledge of the cultural heritage of the Aboriginal peoples of the district. This 
record, of course, should stay in the school. This approach may open up many ways 
of bringing the Aboriginal adult population closer to the school. 
v. General Comments on Problems Encountered in Various Subject Area~. 
'· 
1. §£Oken EnglisJl. 
Problems. 
Getting the children to vocalize was a major problem in all regions. 
Approximately 50 per cent of teachers from each district marked this an area of 
difficulty. Lack of success, poor vo·cabulary, pronunciation difficulties and lack 
of incentives for the use of English outside the school were also rated as 
difficult areas. · 
Generally the responses indicated that Aboriginal children commence 
school with a variety of non-standard English dialects which inhibit or create 
great difficulties with the development of English language. 
Remedies. 
Teachers' responses indicate very clearly that visual stimuli of all 
kinds - particularly those related to the child's environment, are most successful 
in promoting speech. 
Informal situations, activity approaches end the use of audio-vtsual 
aids of all kinds rank highly in listed 11 successful ways and means". 
2. }[;riJ..t_en English. 
Problems. 
A limited vocabulary and poor technical and grammatic al skiLt.s are 
major reasons given for retardation in Written English. Lack of outside 
experience (hence a limited idea range), also rated fairly high. 
Poor spelling ability, poor home environment, poor attendance 
patterns and limited concentration span are also seen as negatively affecting the 
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2. Wrltten English - Remedies (Contd.). 
1. Topics to be based on experience and environment. 
2. Use of slides, pictures etc., as motivation. 
3. Avoid lengthy topics. 
4. Re-telling actual happenings, legends etc. 
5. Group production of verse or story. 
3. Mathematics. 
Problems. 
Most teachers seem to consider the "cultural environment" · area to be a 
major limiting problem in all regions in the State. The minimal use of numbers in 
the vernacular a.nd the subsequent difficulty entailed in establishing basic ntunber 
facts and processes increase the difficulty of developing abstract number concepts. 
Remedies. 
1. Practical concrete approach to basic number. 
2. Mathematic games to consolidate processes. 
3. Short periods to cover lack of concentration span. 
4. Relate mathematics to practical situations involving local 
5. 
6. 
environment. 
Group, and individual tuition, for early remediation. 
"Shop" and play money for money practise. 
Concluding Remarks.· 
For decades social scientists have researched the problems confronting minority 
groups in various societies. Their studies have centred on the possible causes for 
unequal relationships between majority and minority groups. Whether they conclude· 
that the causes are economic, psychological or sociological, they generally can be 
reduced to the basic inequality in status and power relations that pervade society. 
It- is obvious in the Australian society that the people of Aboriginal descent are 
the minority group that occupy an ii;rferior status and are most cut off from 
majority values and the benefits th,at the wider society enjoys. This position of 
inferiority has many ram.ific.s.tions for the education of Aboriginal children. 
Dr. Makin describes some of the effects upon Aborigines of being born into the 
lowest economic and prestige stratum of Australian society ••••• 
"The Aboriginal child thus inherits an inferior 'caste' 
status and almost inevitably acquires negative self-esteem. 
He has specially limited opportunities for acquiring 
statusi he is segregated by varying degrees from the 
dominant }l:uropean-Australian society and, above all, as he 
grows older he is strong+Y aware that he has little social 
value as a. human being because of his skin colour. 111 
What can educators do to change the existing position of Aborigines in 
Australian society? Educators in various societies have gGnerally approached this 
kind of question from two divergent points of view. On the one hand,. there have 
been those who have looked upon schools ns agents of social and cultural change 
and approached the problem of inequality through the educational system. 11hey 
have urged greater emphasis on compensatory education (for members of minority 
groups) and increased equality of access to educational opportunities. On the 
other hand, there are those who have been more skeptical about using schools to 
induce change and focus their attention on forces outside of schools where they 
feel the a~urce of inequality is located._ Foster, one of the adherents of the 
latter group, in referring to the impact of educational institutions in African 
countrias, has stated that: 
..-... 
" ••••• schools are remarkably clumsy instruments for inducing 
prompt large-scale changes in under-developed ~reas. To be 
sure, formal education has had immense impact in Africa but 
its consequences have rarely been those anticipated, and. the 
schools have not often functioned in the manner intended by 
educational plamiers. 11 2· 
~C !F. Makin, IISocio-Cul tural Deprivation and the Aboriginal Child", 
Graylands Education News, ·Vol. 8, October 1973, p.l. · 
- 2 Philip J. Foster, "The Vocational School Fallacy in Development Plnnning, 11 
in Anderson and Bowman, ed. Education and Economic Dev~lopment (London: Frank Cass 
and Company, Ltd., 1966), p.143. 
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A recent study in the United States by Jencks, et.al) that re-assessed the 
effects of family and schooling in determining position. in the occupa tiona1 . . : 
hierarchy conclud,ed that prevailing ineq_uities are a part of. society, and ins ti m-
tions such as schools .could not erase them •. It suggested that the amount of 
resources and energy devoted to improving the educational system of the minority 
groups in the United St~tes had not resulted ·in decreasing the income gap between 
the rich and the poor. In effect, even when controlling for I.Q., amount of 
education and family background, there was still a disparity of income between 
white and black males. 
Australia is facing nany of the same problems that confront the United States 
in the last decade. Uowever, the $ituation is certainly not identical and the 
decisions to be made ht).ve to take into account these main differences. Perhaps 
many of the questions that ~re being asked are more similar to those in developing 
nation.~. Should the curriculum be adapted to local conditions and be more relevant 
to Aboriginal culture and experiences or should it be geared toward the values of 
European-Australians? Should educators be concerned only with educating the 
Aboriginal children or also with teaching adult Aborigines? What should be the 
natllre of schooling--boarding schools to remove the children from the influence of 
their families, day schools that cater for the children but not the adults or 
community schools which try to educate all members of a community? 
'rhe question is whether you can separate the Aboriginal from his role as a 
member of his own community, his family or even society at large. If the goal of 
education is to change the Aboriginal'.s role in society, it might have greater 
chances of success if not only the individual were educated for this· change, but 
also his family, the surrounding community and society at large. 
Further, not all education takes place in schools. Perhaps educators.ought to 
·be· more concerned.vii th the function of informal or out-of-school education. This 
is an area that still ne~ds to. be researched since li tile is known a:1:iout training' 
that exists outside the. formal school system. How do the Aborigines learn to be . 
. gardeners or s tockmen or to take up tiie various. roles within their own comm.unity? 
It has bean suggested that more vocatioiie.l'training is needed for Aboriginal. 
children. They tend to leave school at an ·early age and do not have the necessary 
skills to. obtain jobs. To avoid this situation, teacher·s have indicated in their· 
responses that vocational skills should be taught during the upper primary and 
secondary grades. But if this course of action were taken instead of educating, 
the children in academic subjects, 'would this not be training the Aboriginal 
children to take up lower positions in society? 
Finally, a more important question is who should make the decisions about how 
Aborigines should be educated? How can the.educators encourage the Aborigines to 
become involved in the educational system and :tn the major decisions that will 
affect their future? ·Much could" be gained by investigating the methods used by 
Paulo Freire and his approach to adult education~ His philosophical insights 
demand a method of discovering the people's sig11ificant themes, and then returning 
the themes to the people as the. basic educntion :programme. 4 The need to involve 
the Aborigines in designing educatio~ curricula and decisions is aptly pointed out 
by Dr. Makin ••••• 
"Aborigines need not necessarily merge into the wider population.. But 
ih coming to a decision about this it is what they want to do which 
is important. Some will undoubtedly seek their future,· and. that of 
their children, within a largely European-Australian framework and perhaps 
.Play down their Aboriginnl heritage. On the other hend, particularly 
since many·of the social and legal constraints to participation in the 
l'1ider society have been removed,· many may well retain a heal thy pride 
in being Aboriginal. Some, because of discrimination in particular 
communities, may have little real choice. The main point, surely, is 
·that they should be free (in this sense) to mnke the same choice as do 
other Australians. In a. deui9cratic society this must be the starting 
point for.their education. 11 5 
- 3 Christopher Jencks, et. al., Inequality: l;__Reassessment of Effects of Family 
and Schooling in .America (New York: Basic Books, 1972), .12..assim. . 
4 Paulo Freire, A Revolutiorn Dil~mma for the Adult Educator (Ed. Stanley 
Grabowski, Syracuse University, 1972) Rassim. 
5 C.F. Makin, Socio-Cultur__ru. Deprivation md the Aboriginal ·Child,· p.3. 
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PROFiIB·OF TEACHERS. 
TABLE I 
_ .(I.G~ OF_ TRAGHEJ:lS aY. SCP.COL J.\;REA. 
.. 
-· 
... .. SCHOOL AREA. 
AGE Kimb. N/W G/F G.Stlm. 
19 
-
25 years •• . . . 45% 50% 44% 54% 
26 
-
30 years .•• .. _ . . 17% 14% 44'/o 19% 
31 
-
35 years • . . . . 19% 11% 9'k 
36 
-
40 years ••• . • 8% 3"/o 0'1o 
41 
-
50 years • • . . 
. . 3% 10% 11% 3% • 
50 + . . . . . . . . . 5% 1% 3% 
Tl!.BLE 2. 
SEX OF TEACHERS BY SCHOOL AREA. 
SCHOOL AREA 
SEX Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Male ••• . . . . . . . . 40% 32% 66% 38% 
Female. • . . . . . . . . 59'/o 69% 33% 58% 
TJrnLE 3. 
POSITION OF P.ESFONDENT IN SCHCOL AREA. 
SCHOOL A..RE.t, 
POSITION Kimb. N/W G.F G.Stlm. 
Headmaster. . . . . . . . . 22% 14% 44% 197., 
Teacher . . . . . . . . . . 71% 83% 55% 77/o 
.!i.:l!! The percentaee in all tables do not necessarily total to lCO per cent 
because "no answers" were excluded in the presentation of results. 
The total N is the same fer tables which deal with the responses of 
teachers (N = 158). Total N was excluded from tables except in cases 
where it differed (e.g. number of schools), and then it was presented 
in the appropriate table. 
TABLE 4. 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF RESPONDENTS BY SCHOCLAREJ\. 
SCHOOL AREA 
YEARS OF FULL TIME Kimb. N/~J G/F G.Sthn. 
TEACHING CQI,JIPLJ3TED. 
Less than 1 year • . • . • 19% 24% 44% ffl'o 
1 to 4 years •.• • . . . . 18% 27% 41% 
5 to 10 years • . . . . . 34% 19% 44% 25% 
More than 10 years • . . . 26'k 27% 11% 22% 
.. , 
-2- 0 
........ 
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TABIB 5. 
GW:.DES TAUGHT BY RESPONDENTS IN 1972. 0 
.. .. - .. . 
... 
· SCHOOL AREA . . ·- ...... - . 
GRADE···· .. . Kimb • N/W G/F G.Sthn •. 
' Jun-ior , Primar.s .( 1, 2 , 3) • · 21% 26'/o 11% .. 31% · 0 
Middle Primary (4,5) •• 8% ·12% 
Upper Primary (6,7) . • 2% 12% 11% 
co:mposite . . . . . . • 42%· ·27% 77% 41% 
He'admaster-Non Teaching. 22% ' '18'k 11% 12% 0 
0 
-::-:..:.~.~· ,, ··~:-.•.. ···-.-.:~-s;-:-::7 .•. - -:;-:; .•• ;, 
...... -- __ , . ._. ~ ·--· 0 
... 
...... _ ..... ·,. ·····~- ... 
. . ;~:. 
0 
0 
0 
·0 
c 
0 
' ._ ........ . ''?'"Iii.· 0 0 
,,.... 
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APPENDJ!...11• 
SCHOOL .A.11D I TS SURROUNDING COM11[UNITY. 
,,.... 
TABLE 6. LOCATION OJ!' SCHOOLS IN EACH AREA.· 
-------------- -
School Area 
,,.... Location 
Kimb. N/W. G/F. G/Sthn,. 
On Mission •••••••••• ¥.·37% (7) 
-
75% (3) 
-
On Station •••••••••• 21% (4) 
- -
,... In Town •••••••••••• ~ .. 42% (8) 100% (13) 25%' (1) 100% (8) 
._. ........ ---
.. ~otal •••• ~ 100% 100% 100%. 
.. .. 
N •. • .· •. • •. 19 13 4 . 8 
,,.... Totai Number c,f Sclioels. Sampled = "'44·~·-
*Figure in parenthesis refers to number ef schools. 
T.Al3,LE 7. PERCENTAGE 0]' TEACIDilRS 1'1HO RESPONDED TO QUESTIONNAIRE FROM EACH 
,... · AREA, ... · · .... --- .. · . 
=: - :;: --
School Area 
.. .. 
. . 
Kimb, N/W. G/F .. G/Sthn. 
. 
Percentage of '6010 69% 60% 54% 
teachers who. (92) (88) (15-) (57) . .. 
,..._ 
responded to , 
auestionnaire ••• · •• ~. 
Total number of teachers who responded •••••••• 158 
fl' NA II ••••• 0 ....... 0 • 0 •• 0 • II O II ...................... 0 94 
-
Total N •....••• 252 
---
fl" 
* .( ..) ;: Base N for the percentage. 
. TABLE 8 .• PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDEN'rs BY SCHOOL SIZE AND AREA • 
-
c - -· 
School Area 
,... - School·Size. 
' 
.. 
Kimb. N/W. G/F. G/Sthn. 
Small School (less 
than 50 pupils) ••••• 7% 4% 11% 9% 
Medium-s:i.zed School 
,,,,.., (50-200 pupils) ••••• 50 20 88 14 
Large School 
(201-500+ pupils) ••• 40 69 - 46 
,... 
,... 
TABLE 9~· 
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NUMBER OF ABORIGINAL PUPILS ENROLLED, LOCATION OF SCHOOL, LOCATION OF 
ABORIGINAL HOUSING AND PROVISION OF HOSTELS. 
= "T r- == I -,-====- = I Location of Housing. 
Enrolment. Location of School, (Percentages) Hostels. 
School Tot- Abori- On On In Miss. On In 
al. ginal, Mission Statior Town Stat. Reserve 11own Yes No 
Camp 
. . . ..
REGJ;;QN: KIMBERLE};; 
' 
: 
Balgo Hills · . p~ 88 81 ·1 100% ..; 
-
.. 
. . 
Derby Junior P,285 I High ! S,163 ;238 /· : :30:' 30 40 v -
'' 
.... 
. . 
Derby Holy Rosary P.192 192 I v 
.. 
. ' 
La Grange P. 78 78 ./ ' '· .. 100. v 
.. . . . 
. . .,,,. 
., ........ .. .. .. . .. . ... 
.. . . 
Lt1tmbardina l', ·75 : 74·· I ,, 10 90 ' I 
Go Go P, 52 
s. 1 52 : ,/ 1'00. '·, '.;· 
.;. 
.. 
··' 
Fi~zroy Crossing P.209 ~06 I 100 v 
.-
Halls Creek. P.182 : . 
" . 
. 
s. 33 164 ' ,/ 70 ! 30 ,/ 
j .. ~ . . .. Kununurra · P.196 . ·. 
s. 17 64 I 10, · ... 6Q .. ·· 30 v 
.. . 
. - . . . . . . . .. ...... · .. 
··.·; ... .. ....... 
Broome Junior P.146 i High s. ·50: .. 61 30 . 70 
" . ; . . . . . . .. Broome c.B.C. P. 38 
.; s. 23 . 8.1 . : . . . ;; 40 ; 60 
-
.. . .. 
. . 
.. . . ; 
Broome st.Mary's P.179 179 ,/ 10 40 50 v 
.. 
Kalumburu P. 42 
s. 6 42 ·1 50 50 . ' ·v 
Wyndham P.203 
.; I .. s. 25 . 87 
' 
Cherrabun P. 17 I 100 .; 
.. 
Christmas Creek P. 31 31 I 100 ,/ 
... 
Camballin P .. 15 
I s •. 6 12 I 100. 
-... 
Jigalong P. 73 
./ s. 1 73 v' 100 
Beagle Bay P.104 
I s. 22 126 I 100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
l 
·o 
0 
,.... 
:;· REGION: N/WEST. 
-
• ,... 
School. 
.. .. . .. 
,... 
· Nullagine 
Onslow 
-
,... Marble Bar 
Carnarvon 
... 
,... Carna.rvon East 
~ ..... . .... ~ . 
Pt, Hedland 
,... 
, Pt. Hadland Sth. 
,.. 
,... 
.1 
,-..; 
·, 
Pt. Hedland 
St. Cecilias 
Pt. Hadland. Pt. 
·cooke + Annexe 
Roebourne 
Wittenoom 
Shark Bay 
Enrolment. 
l 
Tot- Abori-
al. ginal. 
P. 11 .11 
P.143 
s. 3 103 
P.113 
s. 1 74 
P,570 123 
P,318 130 
. .. 
P.214 68 
P.303 128 
. ;_. 
P.202 68 
P.575 6 
P.331 142, 
P. 73 
~~ 6 
P. 44 
s. 6 6 
_REGION: GOLDFIELDS. 
-
,... ' ' 
. •Leonora 'f" P.1471 
s. 3 82 
. 'Cosmo 
Newbery P. 12 18 
,.. 
Cundeelee P. 51 42 
Warburton P.112 112 
-
,.. 
,.. 
3. J6.249/o/73. 
- - --
l I 
Location of School. 
Location of Housing. 
(Percentages) Hostels. 
On i, On In Miss. On In 
Mission Station Town Stat. Reserve Town Yes No 
Crunp • 
/ 75 ~5 ./ 
j 90 10 I 
.; 40 60 I 
.. 
./ 50 50 I 
I 35 35 30 ./ 
• ; . 
I 30 70 I 
I 5 75 20 v' 
I 100 ' ·,/' .. 
; 
I 2 98 I 
!" -I .·. 10 . ./ 10 80 
I 100. I 
I 
I 
100 I 
--· -- -
. - -
.. 
--- -----
l· 
; 
I· 
. 
' . 
.;. ... 40 10- 50 I 
.. 
v 
... 
'1"60 ( 
./ 98 2 ./ 
./ 100 ..; 
0 
4. J6.249/e/73. 
REGION:· GREi1T SOUTHERl\T. 
~: 
=+--= - T- - ---~- := 
. i 
. Loca, tion of Housing • 
...... i Enrolment. Location of School. (Percentages) Hostels. 0 
School I Tot- ~bori On I In I i . On Miss. On In 
! al. lginal .Mission Sta ti.on ·rown Stat~ Reserve Town Yes No 
.. .. Camp 
I v .; Broomehill. ~ •. ~5 1 7 .. ... 10 90 . ... 
0 
Borden P •.. 5.1 . 5 ./ 100 .; 
. ,· .. 
. ... 
Cranbrook .. P.124. _11 
./ 100 v 0 
.. 
" . 
Katanning _ .P.()51 89.' ./ 40 60 I ...... ... .. 
..... 
. Gnowangerup .J.H. P.258 . 
.. S~ll8 44 . ""' v v .. ". . . ..... "' .. . . 
0 
-
: 
Mt.. Barker .. J?.569 3.5 
. ... . . 
.j 25 75 .;-
. .... .. 
.. ·-· ...... 
. ! 
: 60' ' ' V' -East Na.rrogin. P.298 .. 43 . I 20 ~o . 
. ~ .. -- ... . . .. 
0 
TABLE 10. PROVISIO!T OF PRE-SCHOOL FOR .ABORiGI:NAL: CHI1DREN BY ·scHOOL 'AREA •. 
;:::==: 
-
- -
--
~ ~ 0 
.. School Area: . . . 
.. 
. " 
Provision ~f Pre-School. - --
.. 
. ' Kimb • N/W. ~/F. G/Sthn, 
. . 
Pre-School Available ••••••• 80% 77% 55% 87% 
0 
Pre-School Not A:va:i.lab;I.e ~- ••.. :L9 " . 22 44 6 
TABLE °ll. EDUCLTIONAL PROGRf-i.MM.GS ·J!'OR il.BORIGINAL ADULTS .BY SCHOOL. AREL... 
- ·---------------------------
Type of Educational School Area ~ 
Programme. Kimb. N/W. G/F. i G/S thn. . 
0 
--
Literacy . ......... ~ ... ~ .. ~ . E5/o - '}~ -% 3%. ····~ 
- -- -· •, Other c~urses ••••••••••••• 57 18 55 41 - 0 
-
-.-~ 
I lione • ...••..••..•... ·• ..•.•• 33 81 44 54 j -
c 
0 
0 
,... 
,... 
"" 
"" 
"" 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
"" 
"" 
APPENDIX III · 
J6. 249/e/73. 
IN-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL POLICIES. 
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES. 
-
TABLE 12. 
RESPONSES 'IO QUESTION: "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT 
nm DEPARTAIBNTi s CUR.IIBNT POLiCIES n~. AOORIGINAL EDUCl~TION ARE?" 
SCHOOL AREA . 
RESPONSES Kimb. N/W. G/F G.Sthn. 
-· · Yes· - -all-- • ·• 
• . .. . .. • 5% 8% 11% . 8'k 
Yes - some . . . • . . . 49% 47% 6670 45% 
No . . . . . . . . . • . 17'% 16% 29% 
Uncertain •• . . . . . . 22% 24% 22% lgfo 
..... 
TABLE 13. 
·· · · ·· · ·-RESPONSES ·'IO QUESTION: "IN YOUR SCHOOL'S POLICY ARE THERE Al'\JY 
GUIDELINES TO THE STAFF CONCERNING ABORIGINAL EDUCATION?"-
SCHOOL AREA . 
RESPONSES I Kimb. I N/W I G.Sthn:. 
···-. ·-··---··-·. 
Yes - comprehensive. . . 
: I 29% 11% 11% 9% .. . . Yes - some . . • • . . . 64% 52% 33% • :~ ..... 413°/,{· ~:.:.;: 
No . • . -. • • . . .. . . •. I 3% · 32% .55% :,'141% 
TABLE 14 • 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 1100 YOU cor-jSIDER THAT NEW GOVERNMENT POLICIES 
ON AOORIGINAL EDUCATION ARE NEEDBD?" 
SCHOOL AREA-
.. 
P.ESPONSES Kimb. N/W G/F·· G.Sthn. 
Yes. . . . . . . . . . . . 64% 5~ lOC% 6?% 
No • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3%· 13% 9% 
Uncertain • . . . .' .. . . . . 26% l~ 22% 
TABLE 15. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 11 00 YOU REGAJ:?D A T~VO-YEAR LIMIT OF TEACHING 
STAFF IN· A SCHOOL -AS BE-ING DE'IRIPAENT AL TO THE EDUCATION OF THE 
ABOlUGINAL CHILDREN?" 
SCHOOL AREA . 
RESPONSES Kimb. N/Vl G/F G.Sthn. 
. . . . .. ~-··. .. . ...... 
·-
.. . -
.. 
... ·--···- ·-
. .. - .. · .
Yes . . . . • . . . . • • . 43% 22% 33% 35% 
No • . . . . . . . . . . . 36% 52% 55% 48% 
Uncertain . . . . . . . . . 1770 l~ 11% 12% 
. •·· . " .. 
.. 
-2,-. J6. 249/e/73. 
TABLE 16. 
RESPONSES TO QUI3:STION: "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT A TuIAXIMUM LIMIT SHOULD 
BE SET FOR SERVICE IN A PREDOMINANTLY ABORIG IN.AL SCHOOL?1i 
SCHOOL AREA 
RESPONSES Kimb. N/VI G/F G.Sthn. 
•a' •• • '• •• •' 
..... 
Yes. . . . . • • . . • 45%. 18% 33% 25°/o 
·No . . . • . . . . • . 
. ..... 43% 63% 66~ 64"/o 
... Uncertain .• . .. . ' . •· .. . 10% 13% .. -6% ..•. 
TABLE 17. 
RiSFONSES TO QUESTIO~: "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT A MINIMUM· LIMIT·· 
........ SHOULD.BE .. E$T,'.,BLISHED .. (WITH PROVISION- FOR A MOVE· IN CASE OF.-.. ·-···--· 
ILLNESS OR EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUH8Tt.NCES)? 
RESPONSES 
__ ..... _ ...... ~ · ····t:yes • · • • • 
.. ,. . . No. . Jlj • , • .. • . ••• • •• 
Uncertain • • . . 
SCHOOL AREA 
~imb. . N/'il G/F, 
. . . 
"''."7"''.' -,·,1i7t-- -: ·r :.-·-40% --::··7-r ;:·csBo// 
,•••••••·••·,. ··a·• f• •••• o • ',,,, • .19%) 
5°/r/ 
42% 
8% 
11% 
· G.Sthn • 
.• -~·~·:·4ffr;·::·, ·: 
48'/o 
i··~~·;:·t"""'". ., ..... ..... . ... 
,CURRICULUM. 
The following definitions of terms we~e _giv~n p~fqr~ ~e~pqn~ents were 
: ask.eci ... to. answe.r qt1estions. pertaining.. to .. curriculum policies. . .... 
The present curriculum is not prescriptive as to what 
teachers must teach at each;ieve1, .but it is descriptive 
of a wide range of concepts, sequentially arranged, from 
which teachers are encoti~aged to select content appropriate 
for their own particular · group of children • 
.... . . 
For the purpos,0 of this Questionnaire, the term "adapting" 
means "going outside the .. range. of suggestions already in the 
curriculum". 
TABLE 18. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "BEA.B.ING THESE DEFINITIONS .IN MIND, DO 
YOU BELIEVE THAT THE PRESENT CURRICULUM IS BFOAD ENOUGH TO SERVE 
AS AN ADEQUATE SOURCE OF LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR THE ABORIGINAL 
CHILDREN IN YOUR SCHOOL?" 
RESPONSES 
··Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
. . . ' ·•· .. .•· . 
.. . :. . 
Kimb. 
·. 56'h( 
· 36'/o' 
1% 
SCHOOL AREA 
-
N/W .. G/F I G.Sthn. 
""'54%". 88'/o 67% 
26'/o lg'/,, 
11% 11%. 9% 
I 
I 
I 
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(" 
'"' 
c 
( 
'-
,,. 
"' 
( 
c 
c 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ . 
,..._ 
,..._ 
,..._ 
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TABLE 19 0 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YGU ARE PERMITTED TO 
ADAPT THE STANDARD CUi:1...B.ICULUM?" 
SC.HOOL AREA 
RESPONSES Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn 
Yes. • .. • • . . . . • 89% 88% lOCf'k 96% 
No . . . • . . . . . • 8% 3% 
Uncertain. . . . . . . 3Jo 3% 
TABLE 20. 
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT TZACHERS NEBD SPECIAL TRAINING TO BE ABLE TO 
ADAPT THE CURRICULUI1 FOR ABORIGINAL CHILDREN? 
SCHOOL /,REA 
...... 
RESPONSES -··· Kimb. N/W G/F G,Sthn. 
-
Yes. . . . . . . . . . 61% 60% 100% 61% 
. 
. -No .' ~ • -. • 
.. ·./.'·· t -' .. , I <\,'' ,.::"/:·,: . . . . .. . 19% 22% 29% 
. Uncertain • 
. . 
12% 11% 6'/,, . .  ~ · .. : .. !;,· . . .. . .. 
TABLE 21. 
··-
RESPONSES TO QU~STION: "IN YOU EXPEEtIENCE, DO TEACHERS ACTUALLY DO 
AN ADAPl'ING qff·:THE CUHRICULUM·CONI'ENT FOR ABORIGINAL CHILDREN?". 
-...... __ 
SCHOOL AREA 
REST:CNSES Kimb .• Nfil G/F G.Stlm. 
Never. % 1% Cf 12% . . . . . . . . /0 
Occasionally . . . . . 52% 67% 22o/o 51% 
Frequently • . . . . . 42% 22% 77% 35% 
,!ABLE 22~ 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION:· ''00 YOU FIND IT NECESSARY TO ADAPT THE 
CURRICULUM?" 
SCHOOL AREA .. 
RESPONSES 1<:imb. N)\,11 G/F G.Sthn. 
Yes. A lot • • . . . . . 4,:;o:' v/0 32% 77% 35% 
Yes. A little . . . ·-·· . 42% 50% 22% 51% . . 
No. . . . . . . . . . . 3% 9% 12% 
I 
\.' 
-4- J6. 249/e/73 ~ 
TABLE ~3. 
.. 
RESFONSES TO QUESTION: "IN WHAT SUBJECT AREAS DO YOU MAKE MOST 
ADAPTATION?" 
SUBJECT AREA 
Ma the ma ti cs 
Social Studies . . . 
English Language . 
Reading 
Science 
. . . 
. . . 
Writing-Creative Wr. 
Generally in all ·subs. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES 
MENTIONED BY TEACHERS FROM·· 
ALL SCHOOLS. 
73 
57 
49 
41 
25 
22 
22 
,····· ·· ·-t··· ··········Speech-Oral: Eng'l·i·sh: ~ ...... +- .... :·:::: ·: ~::zcf 
.. ij~(!l.l,.t:Q/I-Iygiene/S~.fety. 13 
--·-·-·-·-··-······ 
-~ ... ,., ·~ ........ ' 
TABLE 24.-: · 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIOt-i': 11 00 YOU BELIEVE THAT .TEACHERS 8aC)ULD APAPT T~ 
CURRICULUM FOR ABORIGINAL - MORE THAN. THEY DO FOR "EUROPEAfll';...AtJSTRALIAN 
'·-·--CHILDREN?"'" ........... : .... _...... ... . .. I ... ---·-·· ....... . • .. .. . . .. ...... ... .• .. .. ··-·· ·--··-···· -··--··- .. . ... ---··· ...• -~ .. ·•• 
· .. SCHOOL·· AREA 
-RESPONSE Kimb·. N/Vl'' . I G/F G.Sthn. 
t:::::-::::-- .Yes.• ..•. ·.•·:·.'.··:" .• ::.~:.··:-·:··•· .... :~·:·•:·l·:··:.::7.Wo.:~·,. :···J-.50%-:~·:--I- 100%· ··:····+-···· :35%··· ... 
! 
No . . . . . 
Uncertain . . . 
. . . .  15% 
10% 
TABLE 25. · 
27% 
14% 
54% 
9% 
'Il:ESPONSES TO QUESTION:' "00 YOU BELIEVE THAT ·rr Yl'OULD BE PRACTICABLE · .
. .... "FOR THE 'EDUCATION"DEPARTI11ENT'TO PRODUCE A SPECIAL CURRICULUl'.{FOR ALL 
AIDRIGINAL CHILDREN - REMEMBERING THAT WE HAVE THESE PUPILS IN 
SITUATIONS AS !IDELY SEPARATED AN;[) AS PIFFERENT IN EXPERIENCE AS 
WYNDHAJ.Vl, EAST PBARTH, GNOWANGERUP A1'\JD WAABURI'ON RAIDE?" 
SCHCOL l\REA 
.. ... . . ~---·~·- -··· . 
.. 
. . 
. .. 
•' 
HESIONSE Kimb. N/W G/F G.Stlm. 
Yes . . . • . . • . . . .. 3ff7o 31% % 10% 
..... ~ . 77% 7Cf7o 
.. 
······ No 
• • . . . . . . . . . 54% 57% 
Uncertain • . . . . . . . 8% 8% 22% 12% 
r, 
J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I"\ 
'----' 
r'-
v 
0 
,r'-
'--' 
-c 
c 
c 
c 
f"' 
f"' 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
.. 
• 
• 
.... 
... 
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OVERLAPPING STAFF. 
TABLE 26. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIOH: "HAVE YOU ANY COMl\liENTS TO MAiill ON THE 
PRACTICE OF OYERLJ.I~ I~ AB,RIV.i\LS. AND OEPARTTJRES CF STAFF?" 
COMMENT· NUMBER OF TIME MENTIONED 
BY TEACHERS IN ALL SCHOOLS 
Overlap highly desirable 
( to essential,) 
Creates more problems - is 
impractical. Limited accom. 
f/!aried couple schools. 
There should be some discussion 
with previous te~rs. 
Teachers departing should leave 
adequate- :records arid dGtai led 
pqlicie~ ~. school and subject. 
·.' . ,, . . . 
Does not.constitute a prob. 
There. .. should. be an ori entat.ion 
period.'.'oi. 'some . kind. 
65 
10 
9 
5 
2 
1 
IN-SERVlCE TRAINING.· 
: 
TABLE 27. 
RES!JONGES TO QUESTION: 11 IF YOU HAVE ATTENDED AN IN-SERVICE COURSE 
• Foa TEACHEns 'oi ABORiorw~L cr-r1LDREN, oo You sHARE THE vrnw TH'AT 1T 
WAS "A WASTE OF TIME?" • 11 
SCHOOL AREA 
RESPONSE Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Yes. • • . . . . • . . . . ·14% 4% 11% 67o 
No ... . . . . . . . . . • 19%' 9% 
Uncertain. 7% " .. ·22% . . . . . . . • 
Have not at tended •. · • • . ' 43% 54% 44% 74% . 
TABLE 28 • 
RELEVANCY OF Tiill 1971 IN-GI:RVICE BOOK FOR TEACHERS OF ABORIGINAL 
CHILDREN. 
SCHOOL AREA 
BOOK I S RELEVANCY 
. .. . .. . ·--·· 
. l{_imb ~ .. ... .. N/'.!l .. . G/F _q._st:tm •.. 
. ·-. . . . . -···· ...... ~... .. ..... . . . 
. . ......... ······ 
" 
Ex!;r:<=m,~}..y valuable • . . . :r(o 1% 11% 3% 
M0st ~ have rel. inf. 28% flro 22% ffl'o 
...... :, . .. . .. . ....... 
About 50% rel. to this sch. 10% 610 11% 
Occasional useful inform. 15% 4% ,• 33%. :: 12% 
No help whateyer ... . . . 1% 3% 3% 
No Answer '1'" bool~ not seen. 40% 7.1ro 
' 
2?% 74% 
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MIXED ABbRIGINA°L/EUROPE.h.N SCHOOL. 
-
TllBLE 29. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 11 DO YOU BELIEVE THAT TEACHERS IN MIXED SCHOOLS 
FIND IT NECESSARY TC NEGL:~CT THE ABORIGINAL CHIIDREN IN ORDER TO CA'IER 
FOR THE NEEDS OF WHITE CHILDREN?" • 
.. 
.... ·· · SCHOOL AREA · . . 
N1.3GLECT AB.· CHILDREN. Kimb. N/W G/F G.Gthn 
Yes, frequently •• . . 
• . 
14% 14% % 22% 
Yes, occasionally . . . . 21% 42% 11% 3~ 
No . • . . . . . . . . . . 45% 351., 55% 35% 
Uncertain • . . . . . . • • 8'10 ,' 1% 11% 3% 
COMMENTS ADDED TO 'YES' RESPONSES • 
In the case of inexperienced teachers with mixed groups. 
Dpasmodic "attenders" are ~ometimes neglected. in· large <Hasse~. 
•'. ' 
: Brig.ht children demand more Eittention, slow children· more passive. 
Yes, if children· grouped o~ age rather than ability. 
Occasionally - but the same i's true of brighter children in all 
~~; t~ c_la,_s_~-~-~ ~-- . . . . . ... .. . __ ; __ .. . _ . ·- .. .. .. ·.: · .. _ .. . . ·· 
Sometimes - where aborie:inal children are very retarded. 
Some white or Aboriginal children may suffer becaµse .9! . .Y.~iY...-.:>~~:-... 
retarded children in class {European-Australian or Aboriginal). 
Depends upon the teacher. 
COMMENTS ADDED TO 1 N0 1 RESFONGEG. 
1··""~' 
Many Europeans are the~selves disadvantaged ·it:inera.'1.t·s :i.n need of 
extra help. 
Gr~llp tochniq.m;is,, .. 8~ t_o:f. :f 9r,al.l ... 1:P.~)JJ;y~· _ l<W<:1.ls_. 
Many Aboriginal children fU'e as cjipablo as white. 
.... ,, ... . ..... 
Sometimes the rEwersG ,is truo bright Aboriginal child has to 
wait for whites •. ·_. . .. • ..... 
..... - ...... -... 
Not if unit progress is used. 
Hot'.l0worl: classes reduce the gap for Aboriginal .Children. 
Extra homc-worl,;: is provided for white children •. 
i 
Brighter children (Abdriginal or ·European). often "set the standard'.'. 
..... ~ 0• • ... M, 
No. Not applicable where individual diffG:rences are catored for. 
No - Often the r0vGrse applies. 
TABLE 30. 
REOPONSES TO QUI:.:STION: 11 a:::,r:n EUROPEAN-AUSTRALIAN PARENTS BELIEVE THAT 
THEIR· CHILDREN -.A.l.'1E DISABVANTAGED BECAUSE THEY RWE ·TO PROCEED AT A ·· ... ' 
SLOW PACE FOR THE S.Ali.:E OF TI-IE ABORIGINAL CHILDREl'-l. 00 YOU BELBVE TH{..T 
THIS FEAR IS JUSTIFIED?" ..... _ 
P.ESPONSES 
Yes, frequently. 
Yes, occasiona~ly. 
No . . ; . . . . • • 
Uncertain ~ .. -~- ..... ! ... _._ • • ~ ..... 
Kimb. 
3% 
28% 
52% 
3% 
SCHOQL AREA 
N/W I -G/F ::: G,Sthn. 
4% % % 
22% 66% 29% 
62% 7(i'/o 
E>°iq 11% 
0 
('"', 
'.J 
c 
{ 
'----
r 
\__. 
c 
c 
(" 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,.... 
,.... 
" 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
.. 
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TABLE 31. 
RESR:>NSES TO QUES'I'!ON.; "00 YOU BELIEVE THAT, IN MA!',JY CASES, ABORIGINAL 
£!!!!,DR~N MIGIIT JUST AS WELL NOT BE OOING 'ID SCHOOL AT ALL? PLEASE 
ELABO~TE .IF ANSWER LS "TIG'! ." 
,. .. 
'SCHOOL AREA 
HESPONSE . . .. Kime. .. N/W a/F· G.Sthn • 
Yes. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8% 16'1,, 11% 35% 
No • . . . . ... . . . . 73% 73'/.? 77%. 58% 
. . Uncertain • · • • .. 7% 4% I f:Ylo . . . . . . 
. COMMg1')1r$ . ADDED TO "YES" RESPONSES : 
True of Aborie·inal Children who speak little or No English. 
Applies ton minority of Aborigines with poor parent attitudes 
and poor attention. 
Some would be better off in a 'creative environment' where lots of 
practical activities avuilable. 
Special schools needed for very retarded Aborigin.~l children. 
Yes, because they lack understanding of European values and meres. 
Yes, because of lack of re-inforcement of anything learned at 
school. 
Sometimes-.r~aybe •. Present mathods don't work. Changes needed. 
Lack of pre-school makes it .almost impossible to .. ~J~~~-ed • 
. Yes - Education wasted on Aboriginal children in society as it is. 
Perhaps - Ifo employment available anyway • 
COMMENTS ADDED TO "NO" RESPONSES: 
· . Even though formal learning appears to be minimal, many other 
things are bei;:ir:,- learned, e.g. confidence, cleanliness, speech. 
Btat:ament: is no ino;e -t~~e :~f Ab~;i;n~s· than of some Europeans. 
If they attend regularly~ 95% can be taught. 
The few to whom it does apply should be in 'special' schools. 
This statement is 'appalling•. 
Not a valid statement. Could only be made by someone ignorant of 
the facts or trying to "stir" • 
Not true - if remedial teaching is taking place. 
REMEDIAL TEACHING. 
I 
TABLE 32. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "BEAlHNG IN MIND THAT THE TERM REMEDIAL IMPLIES 
A REi;iBDY OR TH.t~ATI,mNr OF EDUCATION FAI LU~,3 AT A PREVIOUS. LEVEL, DO YOU 
AGREE TP.AT THERE IS A "G?.EJ-.T NEED" FOR 11 CONCENTRA'.I:ED REMEDIAL TEACHING"." 
SCHOOL AREA 
HESPONSE Kimb. N/VJ G/F G.Sthn. 
i I 
Yes •• I 73% 73% 88% 70% . . . . . . . . . . 
No • . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4% 14% - 12% 
Uncertain •• . . . . . . . 7'/l) 8% 11% I !11,, I I 
-8-
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TABLE 33. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "00 YOU a.D:GA'lD -PiNY PERIOD, OR PERIODS OF AN 
AOORIGINAL CHILD 1 S SCHOOLING AS BEING MORE "CRIT !CAL" THAN OTHER 
PERIODS?''.. 
RESPONSE 
.. ..... . ········ 
Yes·. . . . 
No 
. . ~ i 
Uncertain 
SCHOOL AREA 
. !(info •.... 
7f1'/o 
10% 
10% 
N/W 
. 80% 
8% 
9% 
G/F 
88% 
11%• 
G.Sthn • 
80%··· 
6'/o 
3% 
FREQUENCY MBNTIONED BY TEACHERS. FROM ALL' SCHOOLS: FREQ. MENTIONED. 
Pre-School 
Grade 1 
qrade 2 
Grade 3/4 
.. 
Grade 5/6 
Grade.7 
.se~qn-~~;'f' 
Junior Prim;µ-y & elilrlY y~ars. 
•• (\ •• : • ::, ...... ,I '. • ! (,; ' ' • • ',, : •. • 
All grades critical. 
Upper school .... and when they become : aware of their ·· 
disndvnntaged _positipn. 
: ~ '. ; .' .' • • : ' i_ .' I ~ '.. -.!· 
Advent of first.~ale teache~. 
TABLE 34. 
69 
46 
29 
17 
3 
3 
., 41 
.... : 4 
22 
l 
RESPONSES TO QUEGTION: "VlH.A.T PROCEDURES HAVE YOU. FOUND TO BE SUCCESSFUL 
IN HASTENING Tffi> ENGLICH LANGUAGE MASTERY OF ABORIGINAL CHILDREN?" 
COMMENTS 
Responses emphusising Longuoge 
Development. 
Oral English discussions - constantly 
talking with childr~n not to chldrn • 
.. ,.· .~·· 
Picture stories, picture talks, using 
photogTaphs o:i local environment. and 
people. 
Abundant opportunities for oral 
communication in active situations -
games, nature walks, etc. 
Dramatization. 
Speooh drills and activitie's 
( articu1ati on). 
Constnnt correcting· of·,··ora:I; 
English errors. 
Verse spe2~ing und listening to 
Poetry •. 
Singing. 
Tape recorder _;, vra-iety of act. 
Films. 
..... ,. 
Lerge· range ·of· common ··objemts for··1,:andliiig ··· 
zmd discussion. 
FREQUENCY MENTIONED 
41 
25 
11 
.8 
6 
. ... 6 
6 
4 
4 
4· 
2 
I 
'\ 
'-./ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
·o 
c 
0 
0 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,.... 
,.... 
... 
• 
• 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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· · · I· I . 
1 
. COMMENTS. FREQUENCY r,JENfIONED 
Single Respor.ses. 
Assemblies, Speech trc::dning by therapist 
in pre-school, Gradual _introduction of 
English vocabulary, -with pictures, etc. 
First hand experiences with introduc-
tion of new vocabulary. Imitative rhymes, 
Simple Quizzes, Group discussions, Out-
door Oral, Visito to teacher's home to 
see interior of western homes, "Di star" 
language Lab., Language Development 
Class., Exposure to good English models, 
A.B.C. records, tapes. 
Responses Emphasising Development 
of Confidence. 
Informal conversations out of school and 
night. 
Small groups, closely seated in or out of 
school. 
Child centred methods based on local 
environment - walks -
excursions - owtl di;tionaries. 
Games approach - puppets - News 
Clubs - overcome shyness. 
Any means of increasing confidence, 
and ov~rcoming shyness. 
Various single responses • 
. l!:ne-ourage enjoyment at school 
Develop confidence, Use praise, 
Have 'an un'derstanaing ·of child,. 
as individuals, Puppets - glove 
type, Encourage inct'ividuai . 
performances in oral work. 
Responses-emphasising development of 
Literacy. 
Oral reading • 
Phonics. 
Reading Boxes, Catengoes "Words in 
Colour";, 
Visual patterns, Visual diacrimination 
• .1 • activities.· Hatching sentences·. · · ·· 
Locally pro~uced photo-~tory books. 
Foster listening skills. 
Responses emphasising written activities • 
Sentence structure - development & drills. 
Written assignment - e.g. Verbs, 
corrections. 
Careful corrections of all ~Titten work. 
Patient, slow - pains~aking pace. 
Jfacourage letter '.writing. 
36 
15 
13 
7 
12 
6 
3 
3 
2 
2 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
•.·.:.·.: 
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··COMMENTS: 
Responses emphasising practical 
activitios. 
Various single responses. 
Project Courses. 
Activities with Toys. 
Art. 
'Draw and tell' approach. 
Reading their own'creative 
writing to others~ 
' 
Responses emphasising Aboriginal 
Language. 
Not necessary - al.ready have 
command of language. 
Courses for teach~rs in Aboriginal 
language. 
J6. 249/e/73. 
. FREQUENCY MENTIONED:: 
3 
1 
Answers indicate importan9e given to deve1opmen~ of Spo~en .~Ilgl,i~J;l. ~nd 
a 'level of confidence as a prerequisite for literacy. . ' ' ' 
TABLE 35. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "HAS i T BEEN YOUR EXPERIENCE . THAT THE IANGUAGE 
DEFICIENCY IS SO GREA'r THAT "OFTEN" EDUCI\TION MUST BE CONSIDERED TO 
BE EITHER A FARCE OR: A SHAM?". 
' SCHOOL AREA 
! 
RESPONSE i j{imp. N/W , G/F .· G.Sthn. 
' Yes •• . . . . . . . . . . 14% 6'!o 11% . ' 9% 
No . . . . . . . . '.  . . . 71% 72% 88% 7<J'/o 
" 
.. 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT OPFORTUNITIES. 
TABLE 36. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIO_N: "WHAT SUGGESTIONS WOULD YOU ,urrn T0 M1\KE 
CONCERNING THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING OF THE IDYS AND GIRLS' WHO !NOVI· 
LIVE IN YOUR CENTRE? 
COMMENTS 
Need for vocational training, 
'Project' type •. Use visiting 
tradesmen (fencing, plu~bing, 
concreting, cro:paiterfug, mechanics, 
saddlers, stockworlc.) · 
Need for creation of job opportunitieo~ 
Government should subsidioe employment and 
creaie jobs. 
More practical work in primary schools.· 
Trade centres needed - Tradesmen 
instruction. 
Provide scholarships Allowances to 
move to bigger centres. 
FREQUENCY. MENTIONED 
41, 
:15 
.· 11 
7 
5 
.. 
l 
I 
c 
c 
c 
( 
'-
( 
\.. 
c 
!"' 
(" 
'"' 
( 
( 
( 
( 
,.... 
,.... 
,-. 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
~ 
,.... 
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COM!i£NTS 
Need for vocational guidance & 
more information on careers open 
to Aboriginal children. 
Vocation training cate:r:ed for 
(Great Southern). 
Provide apprenticeships. 
Gear learning process to child's 
individual abilities. 
Vocational training of l'i ttle 
value where no jobs. 
Don't waste money on sc~olarships 
as many would be better off in own 
environment. 
Need for supervisors with high moral 
standards tempered with l1cts of 
understanding. 
They need opportu..~itiest,o move to 
centres where there is work. 
Boys need teachers to take gr~at 
interest in them during:out of 
school hours. Extra attention can 
have tremendous impact on life of 
·neglected· boy~ · -· · · ·· · ·· .. -
Stations prefer to give own training 
- Schoo1 education spoils Abori.g!n~.J.. 
children for station wor;:. 
Provide Domestic Tra'ining. 
TABLE 37. 
J6. 249/e/73. 
:fnEQ:UENCT MENTIONED 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
l 
" 1 
1 
2 
RESOONSES TO QUESTION t "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE PRESENT EMPLOYMENT 
SI'I'UATION FOR ABOD.I'Gl'NAL· 3CHOOL LEAVERS HAS ANY EFFECT ON THE 
EDUCATION PROCESS?" 
COMMENTS 
Apathy and casual attitude develop 
,be~ause of low employment prospect. 
They see others out of wor!< and see 
no hope for themselves. 
Nothing to stimulate ambition • 
. 'Why should they learn if they 
can only get a str~tion job? 
Academic success not rewarded. 
Older boys get restless - want 
to begin station work. 
Negative peer gi·o~~) effects -
unemployed youths. 
Some see little connection between 
school and future jobs. 
Community reluctant to employ 
Aborigines. 
Aboriginal parents c:::u.tious 
about children woZ'l{ing away from 
home. 
FREQUENCY MENTIONED 
?8 
29 
6 
14 
3 
1 
l 
I 
I 
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- ···· · COMlVJENT.S . . .. ,-
Successful students should be 
used as models to stimulate 
ambition in young-er children. 
Some return to high school 
because can't get job. 
Unemployed youths have a 
deleterious - debilitating 
effect on present students. 
St. Paul says - "If a person 
doesn I t work, don• t f:eed him." 
No effect or very little. 
Children learn that their 
parents "survive" without 
education, or work. Live on 
Social Services. 
Aboriginal children show little 
interest in employment. 
Casual work causes ir~egula:r 
attendance - drifter.'. 
Some students are interested in 
Vocational training which is 
necessary. 
·.;:·· 
TABtE .38. 
J6. 249/e/73. 
· FREQUENCY ~m.}JjIONED 
1 
1 
l 
5 
5 
8 
2 
' 2 
. :_:. 
RESPONSES TO QlillSTION: i'WHAT GUGGESTIONS WOULD YOU LIKE r0 MAKE 
---~~~~1:1.Il~G TI-W: :E.i.IPLOYr1TisNT -~~--A1?()~IGINAL OOYS AND GIRLS FRQ_M youi::t 
CON.IMENTS 
Create job opportunities or 
"Labour intensive" industries. 
Set. U:p a go;~rnri~~t :~f~ti~;· with 
. oppo_z.-tuni.,ties for __ mel_'.!h?,µ:i_.~-~' 
fencing, windmill wor~, cler:ica,l 
work and meat processing • . i:i: · · 
Community _education needed to over..-. 
come negative co~muni~y attitude 
to their employoent. 
More hostels needed in aajor 
centres where trainint available 
and for use in em-ly yem-s of 
employment. 
Vocational training needed - wide 
range. 
Vocational guidance and employment 
officer needed in Northern centres. 
Investigate prospect of fruit and 
vegetable growing'& canning. 
Training in Animal Husbandry, 
meat processing. 
Many will __ have to leave district 
(or be reioca.ted) to get jobs. 
Survey needed of whole abori cinal 
employment position in W.A. 
FRTI:QUEN::Y MENrlONED 
26 
3 
5, 
3 
5 
2 
2 
2 
6 
3 I i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
c 
r' 
'--' 
:' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
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COIOONTS 
No.need for formal education seen, 
as no industry or employment 
avai. labie, teachers seen as 
waste of government money. 
Need for greater positive involve-
ment of the Aboriginal people. 
Too many handouts, pensions, 
allowances -·reduce incentives and 
necessity to work. 
Unrealistically high requirements 
for Nursing Aides excludes most 
. Aboriginal girls. 
Pay allowances to attend trade 
centres in other.districts. 
Pay only for quality and quantity 
of work done. 
Extend project type courses -
practical education. 
De.cen~rali se indt!,~tr:i,~s. 
J6. 249/e/73. 
FREQUENCY MENTIONED 
1 
1 
4 
1 
7 
1 
1 
2 
APPENDIX IV 
J6. 249/e/73 • 
. . '··' 
TEACHER EDUCNi:'i6N .. ii-WORMA TION. 
!·· 
TABLE 39. 
····-·· -······· 
RE$PONSE TO QUESTION: IN MBETING 'IHE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF AOOIUGINAL 
CHILDREN THE TRAINING OF TEAc:mms IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 'AS A. 
SE¢OND LANGUAGE WOULD BE OF: 
-I SCHOOL AREA 
,RESPONSE Kimb .. .N'/W G/F . G.Sthn-
-
Great Value •••• . . .. 47% 24;% .88'/o Wk 
'.Some Value . . . . . . . 2Efk_ 40'/o 11% · 35% 
Little Value 21% 18% •. 
.. 
35% . . . . . . 
: 
Teaching of English as a second language s~en of greater· 1inp'ortan~e 
in :Kimberly :and Goldfields schools where· \\Orst deficiency ·in. Eilgl~sh 
isireported - see table below. 
:)!' 
TABLE 40. 
ENQLISH i\BILITY LEVEL OF ABORIGINAL PUPILS BY SCHOOL. 
.. '-
.... ,, .................. _ . ,;.:-.:; .:·.~.;;-;.·. ::·.:.;.;~ :..: ·:. : -'";_. ....... ·····- ..,. . -·ABIUTY'.·LEVEL''''•'' ..... , , ....• "<'···· ,<· ,,. 
SCHOOL NO ENG. DEF. ENG. f1.V. ENGLISH 
Kimber lei. % % % 
Derby Jun. High School. 80 20 
Lombadina. 100 
Go Go. 100 
Fitzroy 12 88 
Halls Creek 90 10 
)Cunnanurra 20 
St. Mary's Broome 80 20 
Broome Junior High 50 
Holy Rosary Derby. 75 25 
Kalumburu 100 
Wyndham 10 
Cherrab::n 25 75 
Christmas Creek 80 20 
Camballin 10 90 
!i2!:th/West. 
Onslow 60 
Nullagine 100 
Marble Bar 5 75 20 
Carnarvon 50 50 
Hedland 90 10 
South Hedland 5 85 10 
East Carnarvon 20 80 
Wittenoom 100 
Shark Bay 5 95 
r--
c 
r-
\... 
c 
c 
r 
'-
r-
'-
r-
'-
~ 
''-
- c 
c 
c 
c 
,,.. 
,,.. 
.,,... 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. 
r 
r 
,,.. 
r -
,,.. 
,,.. 
r 
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ABILITY LEVEL 
SCHOOL NO ENG. DEF. ENG. AV. ENG. 
North/West. % % % 
Roebourne 95 5 
Cooke Point 50 50 
Goldfields. 
Leonora 20 70 10 
Cosmo 10 90 
cundeelee 100 
V1arburton 80 20 
Great Southern. 
Broomehill 100 
''Borden 100 
Cranbrook 100 
l\ataning 100 
Gnowangerup 80 20 
Mount Barker 90 10 
East Narrogin 90 10 
TABLE 41. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: . WILY.£ EFFECT 00 THE LONG-TERM J\SPIRATIONS OF 
fl.BORIGINAL CHILDREN, OR LA.CK OF THEM, HiWE ON THUR EDUCt,TIONAL 
MOTIVI.TION? 
SCHOOL AREAS 
RESPONSE Kimb. N/\V G/F G.Stlul. 
A Strong Effect, . . . 29% 21% 11% 19% 
A Considerable Effect. 15% 21% 2Z'/o 38% 
Applies to a Few . . . 21% 24% 22% 12% 
Not noticeable . . . . 7'lo 11% 44% 9% 
Uncertain • . . . . . . I 3% 8% fflo 
' 
TABLE 42. 
q'yPE OF BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS FOUND AMONG AOORIGINAL CHILDREN. 
SCHOOL AREA 
TYPE Kimb. N/Fl G/F G.Sthn. 
Frequently 12% 29% 6ff/o 51% 
Aggressiveness K)ccasionally 45% 37% 11% 32% 
Rarely 35% 13% 22% 0'/o 
.... 
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•... ~ . ..... . .... . .. .. -·· . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. .... . ' 
..• .... ' 
SCHOOL AREA 
' 
... .. ... •· Kimt>. N/VJ G/F 
Frequently 4% 45% 44% 
Truancy - Occasionally 15% 31% 33% Absenteeism. 
-
aarely 26% 14% 11% 
.. .... . " 
., ... 
Withdrawal - Frequently 73% 62% 44% 
.. 
Shyness Occasion ally 19% 21% 33% 
Rarely 1% 4% 11% 
FrequGntly 8% ff1!o 22% 
Dishonesty ·.;;. ... 
Theft. Occasionally 54% 42% ·33% 
Rarely 24% 34% 33% 
Frequently 1% 3% 11% 
Overt Sexual 
Behaviour. Occasionally 19% l:J?o 11% 
Rarely 59% 62% 77% 
' Frequently 2 ff'!o 18% 55% 
.. . .... 
Personal .. . . . . . 
Hygiene Occasionally 43% 42% 33% 
Rarely '12% 19% 
Other Comments Frequency Mentioned 
Hunger the base _of much of the 
.trouble - Stealing food •. 
·careless handling of property 
and equipment. . ....... . . .. 
Boredom - Lack of succe~s. 
Stub born - su;lking. 
Over-sensitive - temperi>,mental -
easily upset. 
Extreme segregation in dormitories 
·· -··1eads to overt ·sexual· beI1.av.:i'..our 
among boys - congregate in toilets. 
Children generally complacent·· - langu·id. 
Outside -conflicts, - family affairs 
continued at school. 
Sniffing petrol 
Negatfve behaviour when"witll' White 
children. 
Troublesome when parents absent or ,in 
-gdal-. . .. .. - .. "· ..... 
Fighting -· hitting' - throwing stones, 
·- .. - . . . ·..... . .... , .. ,, ~··· ' ~ .... ,..... . .. -. ... .... 
Delibe:::".atel:1 flouting authority. 
Resentful of criticism. - correction -
checking. 
React through feelings of lack of security. 
Swearing 
6 
3 
4 
: 
4 
4 
1 
1 
,. "'.' 2 
1 
2 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
G.Sthn • 
64% 
12% 
12% 
38% 
38% 
12% 
2C1k 
58% 
19% 
9% 
16'/ti 
. q8% 
38% 
..... -
29% 
16'/o 
,• ..... 
i. - -1,. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE 43 • 
.RE$l?ONSES .. TO.QUE$T-ION:-·· "l'O WHAT EXTENT. WOULD ·YOU ATIRIBUT.E. BEHAVIOUR 
PROBLEMS TO THE FOLLOWING ASIECTS OF CULTURAL BACKGROUND?" 
SCHOOL AREA 
RESPONSES Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Large Extent 38% 27% 55% 48% 
Permissive Some Extent 26% 45% 33% 25% 
Child 
nearing Not Significant 17% 9% 11% 6'lo 
i 
Uncertain 8% 6'lo 9% 
Large Extent 50% 45% 22% 38% 
Parental Some Zxtent ; 40% 27% 55% 41% 
Disinterest. Not Significant 3% 9% 22% 0'k 
Uncertain 1% 4% 
Large Extent 54% 44% 66'/o 54% 
Present Living Some Extent 35% 22% 33% 35% 
Conditions. Not Significant 5% 14% 
Uncertain 3% 
... 
Lar ga Extent 17% 36'/o 66'/o 64% 
Peer Group Some Extent '54%· 31% 22% 25% 
Influences ' . . . 8% I . fl'!o !Not Significant i 
!uncertain. . . I 7% l· ff'!o . -j' 1 
Other Comments Frequency Mentioned 
Failure to cope with school work. 
Standards set too high for them. 2 
Lack of interest in school. See no 
value in Education. 7 
Feelings of rejection - 1No place for them• 
feelings. 1 
Child lacks or knows no discipline until 
he reaches school. 1 
Permissive child rearing and communal 
ownership of clothes etc., are a part 
of the aboriginals' way of life - ·-.. ~ 
level - much of school is foreign to 
Aboriginal children. .. 2 . ..... 
Disregard of material possessions and 
property. 4 
Discrimination by Europeans. .. .. . 1-
Children sleepy and irritable through 
.. . . ... 
malnutrition. .. .. 2 
.. 
Hard to generalize -.Reserve natives-differ • > ••••• . , ..... ........ 
from town natives. l 
\_' 
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Other ·comment·s~' . I Frequency:·Men:tioned 
Militancy - black power· iri High School 
~~ .... Y<?~ng .. ~ql!-.lt~.! . .. ..... . 
. 
1
J.el-ling the truth not·. seen as. a human 
; ... · fundamental. , 
'.·-·····-
Isolat~on of fensing teain or station 
life a 'cause •••. , 
., ,11nter-group strif·e~ Trouble can be 
avoided by early detection • 
. . J.. " ·. ..· .... " ' ... • ,'.. .. . 
;anguage lack causes trouble. 
C~m11~11sate fo_r poor communication. 
ability with. aggressiveness. 
~--,~ .. 11.,aek· of, 1:parental' affection in 
children troublesome. 
;.-...... jeengeni:tal,.disease - V .n .... 1eads to 
nexpected beha v.i. our • 
.. - .. ·~E~ce-~si~e dri.iiking by 
. . 
/~bpriginals -
; ... ·--.f ~coho.~;,., " , _ , . 
. The honielife of·, Aboriginal children 
; ___ ks· often··hostile towards'·Education.· 
~g~11~~lC. a~v.ailtage to become 
TABLE 44 •... · 
....... 
I 
2 
l 
1 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 11H0W succ.ESSFUL H!WE You· FOUND THE., FOLLOvti NG 
J.'YPES OF .. B~V;J:.Q'!JR ffiNTROL W~TH; ABORIGINAL CHILPREN?11 
······ 
..... 
. .. . SCHOOL AREA . ....... ........... 
.. ,, :r ·i, .. .. .. . ~-·· . Kimb.· .. ,. · 
·N/W · ... G/F .. •· .. G·:Bt-hn. .. .. 
... Quit_e. Successful 75% 50% · 88% . 61% 
Praise Partially Successful 17%· 39% 11% 
. 2!1X, 
1% .. 
\ 
Gen. Unsuccessful 1% 
' 
. ' 
•, 
Not Attempted\ 
Ruite Successful $3%. 49% 77% 69% 
Reward Partially Successful 26% 36% ' 22% ~% 
• .. 
' Gen. Unsuccessful·. 7% 3%. :· 
Not Attompted 1% ·'· ·'. " .. ., 
' ,· 
Quite Successful 1%: ,, 34%, 2~ 22% 
. ,· 
Job Partially Successfux 52% 36% 44% . 41% 
l\.lloc-
l:ltion. Generally Unsucc. 1'7% ,. 13% 
~.~· ,· 
. . ·, 1670 
. ·•.· 
.. 
Not Attempted 3% 3" 9% 
'. .· ;. : !"..:"~··. :: 
.i. 
I 
I 
! 
"" 
"" 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
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SCHOOL AREA 
. ••, 
Quite Successful 
Detention Partially Successful 
Gen. Unsuccessful 
Not Attempted 
Quite Successful 
Withdrawal Partially Successful 
.,.- .. of... ··-1 · · • Generally Unsucc. Privilege 
... .. .. -····· 
Corporal 
:Punishment 
-·· -·No-f Attempted 
,. ··:· ... 
Quite Successful 
Partially Successful 
Generally Unsucc. 
Not Attempted 
Other Comments 
IKimb. N.W 
% S% 
36'k 11% 
35% 42% 
19% l~ 
7% 9% 
33'?12, 20% 
42% 37% 
S% 10% 
12% 3% 
31%, 22% 
21'7a.: 29% 
1!1'h 26'k 
Aboriginal children respond well (or otherwise) 
to peer group pressures. 
Use positive approach - personal interest 
praise to lift co:n,fid~nce. 
...... 
Prolonged 'punisil:nents' harmful. Aboriginal 
children prefer to take 'what is coming and 
'get ~t ove~'. 
Some problem behaviour caused by inept, 
µnsui table teirch-ers. ·· · · 
co11:c~rr.iing rew~~s - Need to be· earned, 
material and realistic. 
Don't praise or reward in front of group.,. 
it causes emba r assment. 
:'·i<•: , .... 
Detention is no punishment. They like to stay 
in • 
Demonstrate personal interest in them. 
Don't treat any different to white children. 
Keep them active - short periods - frequent 
changes. ·· 
Clear concise.instructions needed. 
Impartialityn 
E.nable them 'to experience success -
through sport - .art • 
G/F G.Sthn . 
-
% 9% 
-
66'k 35% 
-
33% 51%, 
__J 
3% I 
--, 
4,f)k 22% 
-
3% 25% 
-
22% 3~ 
6'k I 
-11% 12%. I 
-
' 44$ 32%,. 
-
29% 
• 
22% 
-
22% 6'k 1 
.!req_uency l\riantigp~~ J 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
l· 
1, 
/ 
~" 
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. ........ .. .. . ... -···-:-·.:· :. : .... ,TA8LE· 45. 
Jl~SI?QijSES. TO ... QUESTION.:.. "HOW DESIRABLE IS IT TO TEACH A KNOWLEDGE OF 
AOORIGINAL CULTURES TO ALL CHILDREN (IDTH AOORIGINAL AND NON-AIDRIGINAL) 
.. IN. .THE .. SCHOOL?'' 
...... SCHOOL AREA 
·, 
......... ~ .. R,$SR>NSE 1-<:imb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
··.Highly ·desirable~··. ~- •• 
• 2~ 37% % 29'k 
... Desirable •.• . . . .. .. .. ' . . 52% 40~ 55/o 2970 
Little value . . . . . . . 10% 11% 11% 29% 
Undesirable •••• . . . . 7°/o. 11% 
Other Comments Frequency Mentioned 
..... 
- Some areas have passed out of 
. . 
Aboriginal culture influence • 
"You don't think we still care :i;or 
that Dreamtime Jazz?11 ...... l 
Unnecessary. It is taught in. t~_!_:t>,al 
aituation. 1 
Teaqhers would have insufficient 
knowledge. l 
Not.applicable in Southern Areas. 1 
, . 
.. 
TABLE 46. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "ARE TrlERE ANY READING MATERIALS USED. IN YOUR 
SCHOOL WHICH YOU CONSIDER HAVE OOME POSSIBLE ETHNOCENTRICBIAS (i.e. 
witting or unwitting prejudice) AGAINST AIDRIGINES?" 
SCHOOL AREA 
RESPONSE Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Yes ••• . . . . . . . . . 7% 4% % % 
No . . . . . . . . . . . . 82% · 7$ 100% 83% 
TABLE 47. 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "00 YQU CONSIDER SP:EClAL TRAINING IS DESIRABLE 
FOR TEACHERS OF ABORIGINAL CHILDREN. ?11 
SCHOOL AREA 
REGIONSE lCimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Yes •• . . . . . . . . . . 63% 73% 10<1'/o 48% 
No . . . . . . . . . . . . 19% 11% 25% 
Uncertain. . . . . . . • . °IB?o- 6'io 12% 
', 
. . 
r 
\.. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
/"' 
''-.. 
(" 
\.. 
.. c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,... 
,..._ 
~ 
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· · Answers to· above- given as 1Yes' have rated the :following topics with regard 
to their importance in a Teacher Training Programme. 
SCHOOL AREA I 
-
.... . 
Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn • 
Essential ... 52% 57% 77% 48% 
REMEDIAL Highly Desirable 14% TEACHING 10% 22% 3% 
TECHNIQUES Of . Some Value 7% 1% 
. 
Little Value 
~ssential 20% 32% 33% 3% 
' KNOWLEDGE OF Highly Desirable 247.a; ABORIGINAL 21% 33% 25% , .. 
CUS'IOlVIS & Of Some Value 21% 21% 33% 10% BELIEFS. 
Little Value 6'fp 
' 
Essential 4fY!o- 50% 44% ...... ····-·· 19'k 
KNOYf.LEDGE OF Highly Desirable 21%, 21%. 33% 200'a 
· 1 ABORIGINAL 
CHILDREN. Of Some Value 5% 4% 2Z'/o 3% 
Little Value 
' 
Essential 31% 40% 44% 2$o 
EDUCATION OF 33% 
... 
• • 0••• ~ R" _ .. , ... • • 
. · CUL'TIJRALLY Highly Desirable 20% 24% 10% 
. 
DEPRIVED. Of Some Value 12% 97,, 11% 3% 
Little Value 
.. 
Essential 20% 18% .. 55% % 
•. 
ENGLISH AS A Highly Desirable 14% 21% 22% 18'/., 
:.SECOND .. 
LANGUAGE Of Some Value 22% 24% 22% .. 22% --··· . 
" 
Little Val~e 
' ·• .. ~-- .... " 
TABLE 49. 
RATING OF TEACHER AT'IRIBUTES IN TERIAS OF EEFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING 
ABORIGIN.A.L CHILDREN. 
'.. ~ SCHOOL AREAS 
.. 
Kimb. N/Vi G/F G. Sthn. 
Essential 82% 81% 
~.- ~8% 74% 
.. 
. ·, 
Valuable 12% 9% 11% 12% 
,. UNDERSTANDING Useful 1% 3%. .... 
. .-- .. ,- .... 
UnimportE4"1.t 1% 
Negative 
-
/ 
-9-
,·. 
.• 
.. 
..... 
. .... .. ..... .. . 
'· , .. Kimb.-
. ,, 
. .. 
... 
.. Ea.sential 40% 
,: . 
.Valuable . 31% 
. " ....... .. ,. 
..... 
SYMPATHY 
..... 
Useful 15% 
,. ... . . " -- . 
.. -.... . . 
--·-····· 
... 
Unimportant 87,,. 
............ 
" 
.Negative 
Essential 85% 
...... 
.... " 
Valuable 10% 
-· . 
FIRMNESS 
,,,, 
.Useful 3% 
··- ··-· .. -,. -
....... 
Unimportant 
.. 
.... 
Negative 
... 
Essential 22% 
AIR OF Valuable 31% 
AUTHORITY Useful 22'/p 
·. Unimportant .. 10% 
-
Negative l(fk ... ... : 
i 
Essential ". "/3% 
Valuable 
.. 
19% .. 
ADAPTABILITY Useful 5% 
.. 
: 
\ 
. . . . 
Unimportant _._ ..... 
Negative ........ 
Essential 21% 
KNOWLEDGE OF Valuable 35% 
CULTURE. Useful 42% 
Unimportant 1% 
Negative 
" 
. Essential 78% 
. ·~ . 
Valuable 17% 
FAIRNESS. Useful 3% 
Unimportant 
" i 
Negative I 
~ 
J6. 249/e/73. 
SCHOOL AREAS 
N/W G/F G.Stfui~ .. 
36'/o 55% 35% :I 
32% " 33% 19'i . 'l 
l 
13% 25% I 
~ 
6% .• 3% 
1% 11% 3% 
,, 
67% 100% 7<J'/o 
19'/o 10%· 
3% 3% 
1% 
2~ 33% 35% 
19'/o 33% 
·! 38% 
3610 33'/o 16'/o 
•. 
···-····· 
-· ..... 
.. . 
~ 
4%" 
7C1'k, lO<Y/., .64% .. 
. .. 1610 22% 
.. 
1%, 3 
. ·-·. 
... 
26% 33% 9% 
31% 44% 32% 
32% 22% 45% 
3% 
. -
.. 
·- ....... 
73% 10~ 74% 
13% 12% 
3'1~ 3% 
..... 
1% 
... 
I 
I 
I· .. 
:•.'!'., 
I 
,I 
l 
r 
c 
c 
c 
,... 
'~ 
c 
,... 
'-
c 
r 
'--' 
- c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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Essential 91% 
Valuable g}'a, 
PATIENCE 
Useful 
Negative 
Other Teaching Qualities 
Sense of Humour. 
Tolerance - Ability to accept another's 
point of view •. 
Teacher interest, dedication, Versatility, 
optimism and enthusiasm. 
Justice - trust - impartiality. 
Relaxed manner. 
Wide general lmowledge. 
Physical stamina to withstand 
Kimberley climate. 
Friendliness - ability to make contact. 
Proficiency in sport. 
Perseverance - persistence. 
Ability to reccgnize and appreciate 
small geins. 
Must not patronise. 
Lack of prejudice. 
J6. 249/e/73. 
SCHOOL AREA 
N/W 
81% 
87o 
3 
G/F G.Sthn. 
8~ 74% 
11%, l~ 
Frequency Mentioned 
15 
7 
8 
3 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
Faith in ·~he end product. I 1 
~ TABLE 00. 
,,.. . 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. 
FREQUENCY THAT ABORIGINAL PARENTS ARE INFORl\JlED OF THE PROGRESS OF. 1HEIR 
CHILDREN. 
SCHOOL AREA 
RESPONSE Iamb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Frequently (weekly). . . 10% 4% % % 
.. ., 
Occasionally (onee a 54% 77'/o 6~o 67% term) . . . . . . . . . 
' Rarely (once a year) . . 15% I 61o . ~3f1 16'/o 
Never . . . . . . . . • 8% (Mission info~med) 
' 
-11-· 
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. TABLE 51 • 
.. ·,--··"' ....... ~ ......... _ ... " - . 
FREQUENCY THAT nn{ iFOLLO-..HNG. r:fil'IHOPS ARE EMPLOYED IN COM1"1UNICATING 
vttTH ·Aooi.HoiNAL 1:"lJIJIBNrrs-·:coi-1 GU.(k'=lDIANs oF AOORIGINAL cHILrnEN> 
CONCERNING. THE PROGRESS OF THE IR CHILDREN. 
~ .. ·•· · •· ; · ~· vt··••··· · ··• · ... · · · •• ---· · · .• ., ' '' " · ., ·· · ' 
..... . . ... ~ -··· ,., .......... •• •p•• .••••.•• ._ ••• SCHOOL AREA 
.• 
.. . . ... ... . .. . .. 
... ..... .. l Kimb. N/Vf G/F G.Sthn. 
. . .... Usually· 3o/o 4% % 6'lo 
LETTER Occasional·ly 12% 21% 56% 22% 
--
.. . Rarely·.·· 31% 26% 22% 
' ... Never .. 28% 24% 4.f!lo 19% 
-
Usually 24% 1$ 55% 54% 
-
C!RCULfu"q, - Occasionally 14% 21% 67., 
NEl.-'lS-SHEET. Rarely 15% 6'lo 6'lo 
,., 
Never 24% 27% 44% 6'lo 
Usually. 15% 3% _1.1% % 
- . ORALLY - I 
PERSONALLY Occasionally 4?'/a. 36% 22% .. "25% ·.·:. 
Rarely 21% 24% 66'lo . 2!1'k 
Never 1% 13%. '19-%' 
Usually I 21% $o 
.. 
% .22% 
TIIROUGH occasionally 33'/c; 27% 2'2%" 
CHILDREN ~ ... 
ORALLY Rarely 14% 22% 19% 
Never 8% 14% . lO<Yk .. 19% 
.. µsually 45% (!{J'/o . . -44%······- .... . ··-7Cf'/o . - .. -. . . 
__ ____..,, 
REPORT FORM Occasionally 26'/o 
Ra;::-ely fffo 
--Never I 5% 
-
I 
.Other Means Listed. 
Weekly home visits to parents (Convent 
Sisters) .. 
Through hostel p;i.rents or Child Welfare 
Department Officer~ 
31% 
Parents invited to assemblies, Parents Days, 
Open Days, Spo:rts and Open nights .. 
Test results and relevant information 
sent "home" • 
Little apparent guardian interest from 
mission staff. School regarded as child 
care centre. 
~-· 
44% 12% 
11% 
. 
I I I I I 
Frequency Mentioned. 
5 
3 
4 
4 
1 
I 
r 
~ 
r 
'-
c 
r 
~ 
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
c 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
~ 
~ 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
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Other Means Listed Frequency Mentioned. 
· 
11 Rep9rts sent home" - rather farcial 
···- can• t read. 
Awards of Merit issued School Assembly 
- Parents come. 
Telephone to Hostel. 
Show parents through school and discuss 
then. 
Open Days, 
parents. 
but rarely attended by 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
Schoql~ appear to adapt and vary methods according to circumstances. 
Home-maker service is being increasingly used with effect. 
TABLE 52. 
METHODS USED 10 INFORM AOORIGINAL PARENTS/GUARDIANS OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES. 
SCIDOL AREA 
Y.:imb. N/il'l G/F G.Sthn. 
Usually 8% 13% % 12% 
LETTER Occasionally 17% 1610 0% 
Rarely .... 19% 13% · 25% 
Never 2Wo lWo 88% 32% 
Usually 4(J'/o 00% 55% 77% 
CIRCULAR - Occasionally 1<1/o. 167o 3% 
NEWSLETI'ER. .. 
Rarely 10% 
Never 267o 33% 
Usually 28% % 33% 3% 
ORALLY - Occasionally 29% 22% 11% 25% 
PERSONALLY. 
Rarely 24% 27% 22% 
Never 3% 21% 55% 22% 
Usually 26% 22% 33% 22% 
ORALLY- Occasionally 40% 29% 66'!,; 38% THROUGH 
CHILOOEN Rarely 8% 21% 19% 
.. 
Never 3% 6% 3% 
.. 
'. 
Usually 8% 24% % 0% 
,. ... 
p &. c Occasior1ally 17% ,22% 9% 
ASSOCIATION 
... 
-
Rarely 15% 9% ... 19% 
.. 
.. ~ . '-·~" .. ~. .. 
. .... . . 
Never I 28% 14% .. . ·:. '.88% 32% I 
....... , ... 
ID CAL 
NOTICES 
-13-
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Usually 
k)ccasionally 
Rarely 
Never 
Othe.r I.leans Listed 
K.imb. 
19% 
28% 
8% 
2]% 
Most Aboriginal parents canit read 
written messages. 
Open days, visits to school, sport 
days, picture nights. 
Mission staff or ~pt<\· ~1'.lformed -
pass on to parents. 
Through social work~r .. - Home-maker. 
Child Welfare Department ... ,. .... 
Location on Station & ·sma:11ness of 
··· · ·· community facili tates~per~oriaI'. cont. 
Local newspaper. . 
Talk to parents on "Picture_ Ni~_t_s" .• 
TABLE 53. 
~---,., . ..,. 
J6. 249/e/73. 
SCHOOL.AREA 
N/W 
11% 
22% 
13% 
19% 
~- .. 
. G/F G.Sthn. 
%. 9% 
· 100% ···22% 
19% 
19% 
Frequency Mentioned 
18 
3 
2 
6 
2 
1 
1 
: 1~.:: :!. i 
OBSERVED REACTIONfJ BY PP.RENTS TO INFDRUATION PROVIDED VIA MEDIA 
.. . . 
LISTED II.BOVE. 
SCHOOL AHEA 
Kimb. N/\'7 G/F G.Sthn. 
---
Usually 3% 3% % % 
.. 
SUSTAINED Sometimes 15% 19% 11% 6'lo 
INTEREST 
- ···----
Seldom 4C17o 22% 33% 29% 
Never 14% 24% 55% 38% 
... 
Usually 14% 11% 44'/o % 
INTEREST Sometimes 45% 36% 55% 35% 
Seldom 15% 22%. 25% 
-
.. 
Never 1%- ... 12% 
. .. . .. 
,., ..... . "' ... 
.. . 
... 
: 
Usually 54% 47% · 55% 64% 
. . ·-- ...... 
INDIFFERENCE Sometimes l!fk ; 19% 33% 16%' ... 
.... "' ..... , 
.. 
Seldom r _&7' 11% .. : 
.. . -.. -.. ;- .. 
I 1%. l ,11% Never 1% i . ... . ~.. -- .... ....... ····· 
----- - -- - -----
... 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,:) 
·~ 
•:) 
0 
-0 
0 
0 
0 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
""" 
""" 
""" 
""" 
,,.... 
""" 
""" 
,.. 
""" 
~ 
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SCHOOL AREA 
~~....... I 
NEGATIVE 
REA.CTION 
Usually 
Sometimes 
Seldom 
Ne7i.::,:-
Kimb. 
24% 
197a 
15% 
8% 
TABLE 54. 
PROBI.EMS OF COMMUNICATION. 
··-
-·· 
!C.::;b. 
·-.......... .. 
Usually 49% 
-
· · ·fLLITERACY Sometimes 21% 
Seldom. 17% 
-
. ·- ..... 
Never 1% 
..... . -
Usually 47% 
-· 
· · INDIFFERENCE Sometimes 28"/o 
- --
Seldom 
.. -· .. 
10% 
-~.., .... 
Never 5% 
.. 
Usually 1%, 
-HOSTILITY TO 
-··EUROPEAN Sometimes 2a'io 
AUS'mALIANS. Seldom 35% 
-···-·-
.. 
-
Never 19% 
Usll.a).ly 3% 
SUSPICION Sometimes 14% 
. . 
Seldom 36'k 
Never 28% 
Usually 1% 
DISENCHANTlVlENT Sometimes ff/o 
Seldom 40% 
Never 21% 
Usually 
~o 
ABORIGINJ,\.L Sometimes 24% CUL'llJRAL 
FACTORS. Seldom 36$ 
Never 12% 
N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
13% 55% 41%. 
~~ tfk· 2570 
1% 9% 
&% 44;-.J.,...;.· ---~ 
SCHOOL AREA 
·'··'-''-
.N/W. G/F G.Sthn. 
197o 44% 22% 
42% 54% 
-
11% .55% .. a7k 
-
42% ... 61%, 
24% .55% 29'-?o . 
. 
37,, ... 33% 
11% 
% %. 12% ..... 
22% 22% 
"-•" 
29% 33'/o 37% 
11% .. 66% 67o .. 
-
% % 12% 
. 22% 55% 19'-?o 
27% 33% 32% 
13% 11% 6% 
1% % 3% 
14% 29% 
261o 55% 19% 
1]:,J 44% 9% 
9% % 3% 
18% 19% 
16% 77% 12% 
' 
l 9% 22% 35% I 
-15-
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Other Probiems . • Frequency Mentioned 
Shyness - reluctance -
·. . wi t:ti~frawal. 
Their way of life often· 
dirunietrica11y·opposed. 
Indifference and.cynical 
attitude of mission staff is 
r~flected in I!Iission children. 
Have never seen a coloured'adult 
in library. 
Feelings of inferiority. 
White lack of desire to 
communicate,. 
Feelings of discrimination 
TABLE 55. 
8 
l 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
WAYS OF INVOLVING ABORIG'IN..'\L PARENl'S IN THE SCHOOL Fi.ND EXTENT OF 
SUCCESS. ........ 
......... . .. -SCHOOL AREA 
.Kimb. .. N/Vf· · G/F · · ·a.st1m~: 
····· 
Seeking parents High ... 7% .. ... -11% · ... % 3% i help or advice -
.... spor.t, picnics, Moderate 35% 
' 
swimming. 
Low -43% 
Displays of High 28'/o 
children's work 
at school at Moderate 45% 
frequent inter-
vals. Low 12% 
Visiting at camp High 15% 
or home. Seeking 
assistance in Moderate 36% 
improving child's 
-attendance. Low 29% 
Making a definite High 8% 
point of inviting 
them.to school Moderate 24% 
functions P &. C 
etc. Low 49% 
Setting aside High 10% 
special times 
for Aboriginal Moderate ·17% 
parents to visit 
.school. Low · '· 38% · 
Other Ways and Means 
School concerts, Social functions, 
Open days and Nights and School days~ 
Aboriginal Adult. Ed. classes. Gets 
parents into the school - incidental 
contact & communication. 
' 
l 
. 21% · ·22% · · .... ... ··---12%---i 
'i 
45% 77% 61% 
... 
' 
: •• ~; • ... • • ; : • • •• t i 
.. 11%··· l:1% 3% I 
! 
.. 
32% 88% 22% ! 
:29'io - ,, ~-- - ··-· --- . ... -- 51% - .... 
' 
; 
.13% ·% .0% ,, 
.: .. 
·• 
39% .. 
·66'k 2.!fk ' ,. 
.. 
: 
21% 33% 38% 
. 
I 
8% 11% 3% .. ·····. 
18'/o · ··· .. 33% 29% : 
44% 55% 35% 
1% % 22% 
21% 22% 22% 
44% 77% 16% 
. 
Frequency Mentioned 
I 
I 
4 
3 
c 
c 
c 
r 
'~ 
,-.. 
"""' 
c 
r 
,_ 
r 
'---
r 
\..., 
c 
c 
c 
""' 
""' 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
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Other Ways and Means Frequency Mentioned 1-----------------------------+---------------------1 
Obtaining mission coop?ratipn 
is key to success. 
Aboriginal parents detect 
spurious interference & will 
not confide-in those whose 
interest they consider not 
genuine. 
Contacting & Speaking to 
Aboriginal parents singly 
in small groups. 
Open air activities fairly well 
attended by Aborigines. 
Teachers are now on "Native 
Welfare Committees" • 
White indifference discourages 
Aborigines. 
Take every opportu.,ity for 
informal - casual discussion. 
Some Aborigines are aggressive 
if reports are bad. 
TABLE 56. 
1 
l 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
VIAYS OF ENCOURAGING ABORIGINAL CHILDREN TO CONTINUE THEIR EDUCATION 
AND EXTENT OF SUCCESS. 
SCHOOL AREA 
.. 
Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
Teacher example, High 14% 19% 11% 22% 
syll!.pathy, unde!'- Moderate 3$o 2 6'l,, 33% 32% 
standing. 
Low 2 6'l,, 1&% 44% 22% 
High 38'/o 1&% 22% 16'/,, 
Payment of I 
r;oderate Allowances. 21% 27% 44% 41% 
Low 19% 13% 22% 19% 
Proving to Ab. !High 28% 22% 22% 25% 
children and 
.. ... . parents that Moderate 26'k 27% 33% 32% 
opportunities 
do exist. Low 26'io 13% 33% 19% 
Provision of High 38% 34% 22% 22% 
vocationally 
oriented Moderate 4f1'!o 19% 22% 38% 
education. 
-
Low 10% 4% 44% 16% 
Provision of IHigh 28% 14% 22% 19o/o 
-
cost-free 
~.ioderate 28% 31% 33% 22% 
residential 
hostels. jLow 21% 9% 33% 35% 
-~ 
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....... TABLE 57 ...... 
AVAILABILI T¥. QF .. BIH:l:'.L,QU.~'.t F()~ .A.l3QRIG lNES IN SCHOOL D !STRICT. 
RESR>NSE Kimb. 
Readily available. . . . 3% 
Available. . . . . . . . 21% 
Scarce . . . . . . . . . 'fl% 
Very Scarce. . . . . . . 17% 
Comments of Employment Opportuniti~s 
Station hands, road work for males. 
Mission wod{ very limited, .., Shire 
oork. 
Available if wanted - Broome - but 
deteriorating. 
Girls very limited opportunities, 
hospitals, shops, domestic. 
Men don't seem to worry about 
security. They walk off jobs when 
the mood takes them. 
Reserve people don't get town jobs. 
Most don't give a damn. 
SCHOOL AP.EA 
N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
3% % 3% 
49% 12% 
18% 41% 
9%. 100% 25% 
I 
Frequency Mentioned 
21 I 
2 
4 
I 
I 
2 
1 
1 
Some comments Q. 48 and 5i and sections of 146. Employment prospects 
ar.:e generally poor. 
('" 
'--
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,,.. 
'-
TABLE 58. ( 
RESPO~SES 'IO QlESTWN; .. WHAT . PLANNED LEISURE-TYPE ACTIVITIES ARE 
AVAILABLE IN YOUR DISTRICT FOR ABORIGINAL CHILDREN'? 
SCHOOL AREA 
.··· 
Kimb. N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
ORGAN- Avail. & util. by Ab. 50% 50% % 51% 
IZED Avail., not utilised. 5% 18% 
.. 
25%. SR>RT 
Not Available. 35% 18% 77% 3% ' 
YOUTH Avail. & util. by Ab. 19% 31% 55% 29%. ) . ... 
... , .. 
CLUBS Avail., not utili~ed. : 147!o ::: 22% 35%'' 
.. 
.... . .... 
Not Available. 50%- .··• 29% 33% . 67o 
... 
·-·· 
..... ·-· .. .. 
Avail. & Util. by Ab. 22%:'',:. 367o 44$ 1970 
CHURCH .. 
-
... . . . ·- -· .... 
..... 
Avail., not Utilised. 44%· ,, 261o 11% 35% .. 
CWBS. ........ ... - . ·--···· .. .. - .. ···-- .... 
I Not Available. 23%:· 19% . 33% 19% 
······· 
...... .... .. . 
.. , . 
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Kimb. 
Avail. E-<. Util. by Ab. 21% 
LIBRARIES [Avail., not uti1ised; - 43% 
-
Not Available. 22% 
Avail. & Util by Ab. 47% 
~-1 
.1r'\.i Avail., not utilised. 570 
~ G Not Available. 36'/o 
Avail. & Util. by Ab. 3% 
CREATIVE 
MUSIC AvaiL, not utilised. 14% 
Not Available. 63% 
Other Comments .. 
School facilities avaiiable and used 
after school. 
Native Literacy classes -
at school, 
Community Centre. 
Open air activities successful -
bush walks. 
Neglected - hard to organise -
prefer to be spectators. 
Picture shows - film night. 
Transport a limiting factor 
(from Reserves). 
Art Classes. 
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SCHOOL AREA 
N/W G/F G. Sthn. 
13% 44% 19% 
44% 48% · 
18% 33% 9'fo 
52%, % 7<:l'/o 
147'0 
14% 88% 12% 
O'lo %. Wo 
4% 16'/o 
68% 77% 51% 
Frequency Mentioned 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
11 
2 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1--~~~~~~~~~-' 
·:) 
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......... TABLE. 59 .• 
PLANNED LEISURE~TYPE ACTIVITIES.AVAILABLE IN SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR 
ABORIGINAL ADULTS? 
.... .... 
" 
. .. I SCHOOL. AREA 
.. ' . ' .. . - . ..... Kimb • N/W G/F G.Sthn. 
ADUL'T Avail •. &..Util •. by Ab. 54% .34% .100% 16'/o 
' 
.. EDUC ......... . Avail., not utilised • .15% . 11%, 41% 
.. .. . ... Not avail ab le • 12% 34% 24% 
- ··oRGAN- . Avail. & Util. by Ab. . . 4Wo 44'/o 88% 61% 
IZED 
. Avail.,. not. utili.s~ •. 
.... ff'k" .. 9% 16'/o 
. "SR)RT 
... . Not available •.... 2.8%·_ '. 21% 11% 611) 
.. ......... ........ -.... ..., Av:ail. &. tJJ_i+..• by Ab~ .. s.··:~"/o . 6'/o (J'/o 3% 
... ~m$. Avail., not utilised. .. 47% . ' 42% 44% 64% 
Not available. 29% 27% 55% 9% 
CREATIVE Avail. & Util. by Ab. 7% 18'/o 22% 9% 
(MUSIC - Avail., not utilised. 12% 16'/o 29% 
ART). 
Not available. 61%. 4~ 77% 41% 
CHURCH Avail. & Util. by Ab. 14% 27% 55% 10% 
CLUBS Avail., not utilised. 21% 13% .11% 49% 
... 
Not available. 43% 34% 33% 1670 
Avail. & Util. by Ab. 24% 32% ·55% 19% 
ABORIG-
INAL Avail., not utilised. 14% rFlo ' 
·" 
' 
,, 
CENTRES '. ... 
Not available. 43% 39'/o 44% 54% 
' . 
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TABLE 60. · Degree to which Aboriginal child's lack of English language background 
creates difficulties in coping with the normal education programme. 
The total Aboriginal child population of-schools participating in the 
survey was 1841, however, not all teachers completed this question. 
Responses involved a total of 1048 children. 
The tables below show responses to the question on a District and State 
basis. 
· KIMBERLEY GRADES AND NUMBERS OF CHILDREN. 
I 
I 
?/P CATEGORY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 MIXED TOT 
Inhibits pract. all lrning. 32 3 1 30 2 31 63 l 163 
Is a major difficulty. 71 19 4 10 17 31 15 57 81 315 
Some retardation 44 11 15 92 21 32 65 127 407 
Is not a problem. 35 17 11 22 23 13 26 16 163 
Totals. 182 50 31 !l..54 63 31 91 211 225 1048 
NORTH WEST GRADES AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN. 
,. I 
4 I CATEGORY 1 2 3 5 6 7 MIXED P/P TOT. 
Inhibits pract. all lrning. 4 2 3 4 5 1 19 
Is a major problem 11 14 3 18 28 3 7 84 
Some retardation 14 10 28 7 22 7 32 120 
Is not a problem 2 13 12 32 14 14 7 94 
Aboriginal population of TOT. 31 39 46 61 69 24 47 317 
schools replying 865. 
No. of children included in 
responses to this 
question. 317. 
GOLDFIELDS. GRADES A ND NUMBi~R OF CHILDR.BN. 
CATEGORY ll 2 3 4 5 61 7
1 
IIIJIXEI P/P 'rOT • 
... 
Inhibits pract. all lrning. 11 3 4 32 42 92 
Is a major problem. 18 14 4 5 18 59 
Some retardation 1 '.) 9 2 4 25 
Is not a problem. 12 ·' 12 
Ab. population of schools TOT · 51 26 10 4] 60 188 
replying= 254. 
No. children included in 
' responses to this 
question= 188 i 
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GREAT SOUTHERN. GRADES AND NmiffiER OF CHILDREN • 
.. 
'. 
. ·3 5 P/P CATEGORY . ,· 1 · 2 4 ·6 7 fr.ITXED TOT. ..... .•.. ~.. . . 
Inhibits pra:ct. allir:ning., 7 4 .. ·3 . ·2 1 1 l 5 24 
Is a major problem. .. ,. 6 1 .. 3 · 3 16 29 
Some reta:rda tion. 2 9 4 2 4 2 11 34 
Is not a problem 3 14 1 1 8 12 39 
· Aboriginal pop. of schools TO~ .18 28 11 2 6 6 11 44 -126 
replying= 234. 
···No.· of children included in .... ' ~" . 
responses to this ,. ·. 
· question = 126. .,· .... 
STATE GRADES AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN. 
. . . . ' 
CATEGORY 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 MIXED I i PP. TOT. 
, .. . . 
Inhibits pract. all lrning. 54 12 7 40 8 1 65 105 6 298 
. .... . .......... . ...... 
.. 
Is a major problem. 106 48 10 35 48 34 27 75 110 493 
.. Some retardation. 
• • •• AO •• .l .. 70 .. 39 .. ..47 10.3.. .. 45. . .. 11 . '10 · 65, 138 588 
Is not a problem •. 52 . . 44 2~ 45. . 46. ..15. 28 37 28 -319 
,A.b.pop. of schools. TOT .•. 282 J . .4~ . 95 223 147 61 190 282 282 1698 
replying= 3194. 
N."o. of cl:l:;i,.ldren incl lided .. 
.. 
. ........ 
in responses to this .. 
questton = 1698 •.... ... . •' ,• 
.. . ... 
TABLE 61. . NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHIL:ORE!)j IN E.ACH CA;l1EGORY PER DISTRIC)T!STldE·~ .... 
Iooil:?;l "\;~ _p:ract;. all . 
__ .learningo 
. Is a m~jo:r. d~fficul ty 
··~ , •... , . ,_ -:,,. ·-···. 
Some :r;-etardation; 
.. 
Not a problem 
N = 1048 N = 317 . :N = 188 N = . 12.6 )i = ~698 
KIMB. N/W I .. :G/F G/S .ST 
.. % % .. NO. NO. NO. % NO. % . NO~ I % 
163 16% ,. 19 6% . ·92·· ····49 . ·24 ·~19·· 298 18 
. . . . . ... . ... , '··- . 
315 30% 84 26. 59 ,31 ._29 , 24·- 49? 29 
. . . . ... .. . . . ... 
..... , 
. . 
40'i 39 . 120 38 ~5 .. 13 3~ 27 . 588 .35 
· .. . . 
.. ~--· 
·. 
163 16 .. 94 30 12 6 39 }9 319 ·19 
-
· (N.B. Gold.fields. statistics - based on 1 town school and" 3 missions are 
· probably not si@.::tficant statistically, ·'however the lack of English· . ; 
• backgroun4 i~ seE!ln as resulting in over B(ffo of these .Aboriginal c·h:i.ldren 
being very adversely affected~ Children from the schools concerned· have 
had little continuous contactiwi th white settlements and are mainly-
'bush natives'). . . . . . 
~ ~ 
0 
0 
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TABLE 62. Rating of negative effect of language/cultural background.. o:ri .Aboriginal 
children in the following subject areas. 
r ( 5 = major ·ef'f-ect, .. ·l = low effect.) 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/S thn • 
READING Low 1 1 
• 
4 I I 12 
,..., 
2 15 4 22 6 
3 15 14 11 16 
4 28 21 22 19 
,..., High 5 26 29 33 25 
ORAL EN!}LISH Low l 1 - 6 
2 3 6 22 19 
r 3 15 16 3 
.. 
4 26 21 33 25 
High 5 42 29 33 25 
r WRITTEN EXPRESSION Low l l 6 11 9 
2 7 8 22 6 
3 15. 21 11 16 
r 4 26 19 11 16 
High 5 36 21 33 29 
SOCIAL STUDIES Low ! 1 4 11 
r 2 10 13 11 9 
3 29 31 22 22 
4 28 13 33 2·~ 
r High 5 17 11 11 19 
MATHEW.i.ATICS Low 1 7 6 
2 17 11 11 12 
r. 3 28 11 j 22 12 
4 17 21 I 22 25 
High 5 19 21 22 29 
r ADJUSTMENT TO SCHOOL Low l 5 9 3 
2 19 3 12 
3 26 29 44 29 
r 4 22 31 33 22 
5 12 1 I 11 I I 12 
r 
.. 
TABLE 63. 
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RESPONSES TO S TA'l'EM:ENT: 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 age group would 'be-· ·· 
of most value if related to local Aboriginal folk lore. 11 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
·Agree· 38 31 · 3 
Possible Value 35 26 11 35 
Not Practical 7 18 33 3 
Disagree 8 6 55 32 
TABLE 64. RESPONSES TO STATEMENT: 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 age group would be 
nf most value if related to nursery rhyme heritage of European-Australian 
children. 11 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthne 
Agree 7 6 
Possible Value 42 26 11 45 
Not Practical 17 31 11 6 
--
Disagree 24 18 77 25 
. 
T.f\BLE 65. RESPONSES TO STATEMENT: 
TABLE 66. 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 age group would be 
of most value if related to experiential background having elGments of 
both cultures. 11 
Kimb~ N/W G/F' G/Sthn. 
Agree · 66 68· · 22 54 
Possible Value 24 14 77 22 
Disagree I 
RESPONSES TO STATEMENT: 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 age group would be 
of most value if related to an experiential approach to the learni~f 
· ·readi:qg." 
Kimb. N/W · G/1? G/Sthno 
Agree 
~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
,......, 
\...; 
,......_ 
\..._.. 
(' 
'-.., 
Disagree 
r 71 I 65 ! ·100-r:33. 70 j 7 3. I 3 ·C 
·-----· . --'---'--
TABLE 67. RESPONSES TO SIJ:ATENENT: 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in 7-12 age group who are 
. . 
beginn±ng to read ·would be of most value if· re'lated to .Aborigina:J.Jolk 
lore 11 · 
-· 
c 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
Agree 14 ! 26 =_] 
Possible Value 56 34 11 45 
c 
Not Practical 12 9 22 12 
Disagree· "'. ·.5 8 ...... 55 · ! 16 
c 
... 
TABLE 68. 
... 
... 
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RESPONSES TO STATEMENT: 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in 7-12 age group who are 
beginning to read wouid be of most value if related to stories 
emphasizing the cultural heritage •f European-Australian children." 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
Agree 12 I 
··- ... 
3 I 
Possible Value 54 40 11 45 
Not Practical 14 19 11 6 
Disagree 8 16 66 22 
... TABLE 69. RESPONSES TO STATEMENT: 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
"Re~d,ing material for Aboriginal children in 7-12 age group who are 
beginning to read would be of most value if related to the mixed culture 
experiences of children." 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
Agree 
1 
61 60 ' 44 54 
Possible Value 29 21 55 16 
Disagree 3 
TABLE 70. RESPONSES '.ro STATEMENT: 
"Reading material for Aboriginal children in 7-12 age group who are 
beginning to read would be of most value if related to a~~<! 
experiential approach to the learning of reading." 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
Disagree I 7: I 6: J 100 I 7: J Agree 
TABLE 71. RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 
"How well does reading material generally available and in use relate to 
the child's present interests?" 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
' 
: 
High 8 13 16 
Medium 56 42 44 58 
Low 29 27 55 9 
.TABLE 72. RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 
TABLE 73. 
"Are locally-produced and locally-oriented reading materials available 
and in use?" 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
Yes 15 18 I 3:, 22 
No 77 67 66 51 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: 
Are copies of locally-produced materials available for research purposes?" 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthn. 
No 
112113~! 19 
59 I 77 I 45 I 71 
Yes 
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TABLE 74. In meeting the educational need of Abor,iginal children teachers having 
knowledge of lqcal Aboriginal dialects would find this of -
~' 
Kimb,. N/W G/F 
Great Value 15 18 
Some Value 45 40 88 
. Little Value 29 24 11 
TABLE 75. What knowledge of Aboriginal culture would a teacher require for 
successful teaching of Aborigirial children? 
Kimb. N/W G/F 
i 
Specialized 8 6 
.. 
General 66 57 88 
Some 14 19 11 
Little. 5 3 
G/Sthn. 
3 
19 
41 
G/Sthn. 
9 
29 
35 
3 
TABLE 76. The language most commonly used by the Aboriginal children in my class 
in the playground is: 
Kimb. N/W G/F G/Sthno 
I . 47 52 .11 80 English 
Dialect 8 3 22 
Mixture of Both 33 26 66 3 
( 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
,.. 
,, 
( 
c 
- ( 
c 
c 
( 
,... 
TABLE 77. 
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APPENDIX V. .fild.NERlU, · ·C9MMENTS ON PRO BLEiiIS ENCOUNTERED IN V lillIOUS 
SUBJECT ii.REAS. 
CURRICULUM: AREAS OJ!' GREltl'ES 1l' SUCCESS. 
Art - Craft. 
Oral participation (Relative progress - Nil to Current). 
Music - Singing. 
Reading once it is mastered. Keen to know about many 
things., 
Social Studies - must have int. factors - people, 
places, customs. 
Natural Science - Nature 
Physical Educn tion. Sport. 
Writing letters. 
Literature - they love stories. 
Drama - Mime. 
Handwriting~ 
Hygiene, health 1st Aid - Mothercraft. 
Math - lower grades. 
Driver Education. 
Animal Care. 
REASONS FOR SUCCESS (IN LISTED AREAS). 
Elem. Science. Have amazing powers of observation 
and understanding of Nature. 
gt/Craft - Have natural colour sense - and sensible 
proportions. Natural aptitude. Good hand-eye coord. 
Love art as a menns of self-expression. Can see 
immed. results~ 
They like subjects which have practical bias lllld 
related to needs. 
"Success" gained in regions where 
the :Opportu~ity ts provided. Success builds success. 
They· like subjects where success raises their esteem 
in the eyes of their peer group - where they can't 
fail and feel embarrassed. 
They like subjects where they can use natural ability 
and where there is less discipline or need for 
exactnessc 
They like areas of curric. where environ. background 
does not disadvantage them. 
Money - and practical maths. These make sense in town 
schoolsc 
Physical Educ. Have natural aptitude. 
CURRICULUM .ABEA.S 01.i' LEAST SUCCESS. 
Mathematics - abstract concepts meaningless, - number 
foreign to their way of life. Some tribal groups have 
number names only to 4. 
English - Language barrier, shyness, English is a school 
language - local dialects and slang used. Poor Aural and 
0ther disabilities. 
,Il.eading - phonics, spelling. No home re-inforcem.ent -
cultural deprivation. 
Jf.t§l_fillency 
59 
29 
22 
16 
21 
16 
29 
4 
7 
8 
4 
3 
4 
1 
1 
15 
34 
9 
6 
14 
19 
26 
2 
19 
41 
27 
26 
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TABLE 78. CURRICULUM AREAS OF LEAST SUCCESS (CONTD.) Frequ:~cy-. 
Physical Scien~ is abstract - meaningless. 
Social Studj£_§, - where topic is irrelevant and 
children cannot identify. 
Oral English - Speech. 
All Skil~ Subjects. 
Singing - Music. 
Spell:bP-.£ - See also Reading. 
REASONS FOR LACK OF SUCCESS. 
Skill subjects require constant concentration. 
Maths - abstract concepts meaningless. 
Weak in subjects not related to cultural 
backgroundn 
Language background - shyness -
Lack of MotiYationo 
Absenteeism" 
No interest in "future" oriented subjects. 
Limited experience and background. 
Conditioned to failuree 
Poor home and housing condition. 
Lack of home interest or follow up 
Poor span of concentration in skills. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
COMMENTS ON METHODS AND MATERIALS. 
7 
14 
7 
7 
7 
2 
4 
14 
15 
7 
16 
6 
7 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
They like work which is regarded as leisure and doesn't require much 
critical thinking, is related to their environment and experiences and which provides 
satisfaction. "Work" such as this leads to interest andsucce~s. 
Audio Visual Aids (films, slides; tapes, pictures, etc,) are rated very 
highly on the success side. A large selection of "software'·' to be used with the 
technical aids is essential. Most of this could be made or selected with the 
children's cul tu.ral/environm.ental background in view. . . 
Grouping of students .. tn abili ty/socicl groups :for various sections of the 
syllabus is desirableo 
Individual instruction by. use of duplica:t;ed sheets, teacher-produced work 
c&rds, :programmed mat.Jr.ial (S.R.A. WARDS, Endeavpur, EPIC., MatJ::ls, Science, Social 
Studies) is suitable ..for. the extensinn of knowledge by the child once he/she has 
s~ccessf'ully mastered the basic processes. · 
It appears i:hat in the three. "remote" regions teache_rs consider the 
following points to be of some importance. 
1. 
2o 
3. 
4o 
5~ 
G. 
Specially selected and trained teachers. 
Need for inc en ti ve and encourageme ntj ; · 
Short periods of' instruc.tion; variety •. 
Child involvement in school/class. •· · · 
Hygiene to be stressed. 
Unison work to encourage vocal:i,..sation,. especially in the 
formative grade so . . . ' ·. 
" 
,,-. 
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·~ 
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c 
c 
c 
1. Pre-School. 
All Aboriginal children (and mothers) need .Pre-School education. 
N.B. Need for Pre-School heavily emphasised elsewhere. 
2. .,Teachers. 
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(a) Specially trained - high allowances and encouraged to go and stay in 
remote areas. 
(b) Services of remedial teachers needed at regular intervals. Duration of 
stay dependent on need. 
(c) Conscious effort needed by teachers to build Aboriginal children's 
self-respect. 
(d) Specially selected teachers needed - experienced teacher for Junior 
Primary. 
(e) New graduates should not be sent to predominantly Aboriginal schools, 
(f) Teachers not succeeding should be able to transfer away. 
(g) Teachers should be free to channel individual children according to 
child's interests. 
3. Curriculum. 
(a) Separate curriculum needed. Ji. borigines have different needs and 
background. 
(b) Formal learning limited by language deficiency. 
(c) 'Project' type course of value - also Upper Primary. 
(d) Hygiene should be accorded equal status as English. 
(e) All Aboriginal education needs reviewing. Policies are formed by people 
with little experience among Aboriginal children. 
(f) Most important part in Aboriginal educotion is to build up Aboriginal 
children socially - must develop self-esteem and see themselves as 
people. 
(g) Aborigines need continual re-CTotivnting - encouraging. 
4. Other Comments. 
(a) Dormitory system inhibits learning. Brighter child forced by group 
pressures to conform to mediocrity. 
(b) Avoid situations which CEmse embarrassment. 
( c) Not sufficient policy makers experienced with Aborigines. Why should 
there be a separate curriculum when there is not supposed to be 
DISCRIMINATION. 
(d) Aborigines want integration - not assimilation. 
(e) Tremendous need to separate children from obnoxious influences at an 
early age. 
(f) Keep record of Teachers' success etc. and pass on. 
(g) Classes are too large - 15 is the maxi.mum. 
(h) There is lack of understanding at Departmental level. 
(i) Less theorising but more finance needed. 
(j) Teachers need to realise Aborigines' reluctance to participate without 
material reward. 
(k) Poor home background and hygiene are the greatest limiting factors. 
(1) Positive programmes needed for Adult Aborigines. 
(m) Regular attendance is essential. 
......,, • . '.;;. • Y".~: 
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.2.Y!§TIONNAIRE ON ~~L EDUCATI.2!! 
This Questionnaire has been compiled in order to involve 
the teachers who are currently teaching Aboriginal children in an 
eva.luation of a report (ne,ct page) and to draw on the experiences 
and opinions of these teachers in desigr.i.ing solutions to the problems 
which still remain. 
In particular 1 we wish to gather· ~nformation which will 
help in the planning of -
(a) an In~service Course for teachers of Aboriginal 
children, to be held in February, 1973; and 
.(b) a course in Aboriginal Studies to be introduced 
at Graylands Teachers' College in 1973, 
Secauae the questions have been compiled by two different 
sections of the Department {for the purposes mentioned above) there 
may appear to be some overlap in the content of questions. Most 
instances of repetition have, hoW$Ver, been eliminated. 
Some questions may seen to be best answered by a i.eadmaeter 
rathe:\" than a teacher? or vice versa. In general it will :fac:i.l:i.tate 
processing, however, if all respondents complete all items for which 
they have information or on which they are able to express an opinion. 
The completion qf this Questionnaire is optional, but it 
is hoped that it will stimulate a great deal of thought and discussion 
among teachers. It may well form the basis of a Staff Meeting or 
a series. of meetings. We hope t.o receive the benefit of these 
discussions in a substantial return of forms. 
Please collect the forms from the staff and return them, 
by AIRMAIL if appropriate, by 31st October to -
Supt. B.J~ Wright, 
Education Department, 
Parliament Place, 
WEST PER1'H W.A, 6005 
B. J, WX"ight, 
p!S~I.C;1: S~RINTmfDENT, 
KIMBERLEY AND....!!ORTH·,WEST, 
C, Makin, 
PIUNC!f&, 
G1!f\.'i~l)S ~C'.HDS I COLLEGE 
EDU~..1!1!)N DEPARTMENT 
,9.UESTIONNAIRE ON ABORIGINAL EDUCATI..£!! 
}liTI!ODUCTION 
During 1970-71 the Aboriginal Studies Group of the School of 
Medicine, University of Western Australia, undertook a survey which was 
designed -
111. to obtain a general picture of the medical status, public 
health needs, community life and special problems of 
aboriginal communities in Western Australia, and 
2. to seek communities which would be suitable for longitudinal 
medical, epidemiological, social and genetic studies. 11 
Members of this group visited schools and talked with children 
and their teachers. The section of their Report containing their views 
on the education of Aboriginal children i.s reproduced below. As you 
will see, they believe that there are many serious deficiencies in the 
provision of education for Aboriginal children. 
The Education Department doubts the validity of many of the 
assertions made in the report, and questions the competence of this group 
to make judgements about the quality of Aboriginal education following a 
survey of this kind. Nevertheless, we wish to appraise the validity 
of the criticisms and identify areas in which action or further investigation 
is needed. 
Extract from: 
.:§UMMARY REPORT OF THE ABORIGINAL SJUDIES GROUP i SCHOOL OF MED,ICill!E!., 
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA. {pages 7 - 9) 
~ill~· 
Education is a key issue upon which the ultimate welfare and 
acceptance of aboriginal people into the wider community will depend. 
Clearly defined new policies are a matter of urgency because there is 
inevitably a time lag between the beginning of a reform in education and 
its effect in the adult community. We felt that this was a matter which 
could not be divorced from health issues. We made a special effort in 
each place visited to obtain some assessment of the education of aboriginal 
children, by visiting the school and talking with the children a:nd their 
teachers. With the excepUon of the schools at Beagle Bay, Wiluna and 
Kara.lv.ndi Missions, all schools were provided by and under control of 
the Education Department. Appendix Table 3 shows some of the statistics 
we obtai.ned. 
With no exception., the teachers in the purely aboriginal schools 
were yqung and devoted to the task of educating aboriginal children. 
Except in Mission schools, teachers stay for only two years. ln that 
time they manage to adapt the star1dard curriculum and to begin to feel 
they are getting somewhere with their pupils. Then Education Department 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
policy insists that they leave. New teachers have to begin the 
same process all over again. Some kind of overlap of staff is 
usually plannedr but this does not always take place. Occasionally 
an in-service training course for teachers of aboriginal children 
has been held but they have been generally considered by the 
teachers we spoke to as a waste of time. There seems to be total 
lack of planning with regard to aboriginal education. This applies 
even to the most favourable circumstance where the whole school 
lives in one place and is entirely aboriginal. 
In the towns where there are mixed schools the plight of 
aboriginal students is even worse. By and large the students llve 
on the reserve. They begin their schooling with a large cultural 
deficit and therefore start considerably behind their white peers •. 
As the years go on they learn a little, it is true, but in a 
relative sense their position worsens and the gap between them and 
their white peers increases. Faced with such problems and the 
general difficulties of teaching in country schools many teachers 
concentrate on the white children in the hope of achieving some 
success at least with them. In the process they have no time at 
all to devote to the aboriginal children, ~no might just as well, 
in many cases, not be going to school at all. 
There is a great need for concentrated remedJ.al teaching 
at the critical periods of a child's schooling. The most important 
is at the pre-school level. This has been recognised by a number 
of the public health sisters in the north and they spend at lease 
an hour with the children doing simple pre-school work as part of 
their public health visits. This they are convinced is the most 
important aspect of their work in these ccmmun.i ties, Most missions 
provide pre-school training, which in some places is very good, 
'lbe provision of pre-school education is entirely arbitrary and 
dependent on the enthusiasm and goodwill of people outside the 
Education Department, In some schools the first year is spent in 
pre-school training. This is better than letting them sink or 
swim but it still leaves a gap which ultimately has to be made up, 
Considering how much can be achieved by simple means, by providing 
manipulative skills, by the handling of writing materialsi paper 
and crayons, blocks and the like, not to mention the beginning of 
the use of Imglish, it is ridiculous that nothing is done formally 
about such pre-school training. It now often takes much of a 
child's primary school education just to teach him sufficient 
English so that he can learn at all in the classroom. in such 
cases the provision of education to aboriginal children must be 
considered to be either a farce or a sham. 
For those children that go on, similar problems apply. 
Again, what is needed is not just the formal provision of vocational 
training, apprenticeship to a trade, nursing-aid training and the 
like, but the creation of ~eal opportunities for as many students 
as possible to make use of their talents and capabilities in these 
forms of training. This requires open-ended preliminary course 
work which will bring the student, in whatever time is necessary, 
up to the required pre-requisite standard, before he a.ctempts a 
course of training. In this way aboriginal students could have 
a fair attempt at the course, and the amount of wastage at this 
level of education be reduced." 
~ 
~ 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
~ ..... , .. -· 
,... 
... . 
You are not required to include your namet but the name of 
your school is requested as each community has its own unique problems 
which it will be valuable for us to take into account. 
Please place a cross in the appropriate box where applicable. 
NAME •••••""'"•""''•••• .. ••••"'''•••~•••c"••••••• 
(Optional) 
SCIIOOL • • • .. • • . • • .. . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . • • • • • • • 
1. Age: 
19 
-
25 years 
26 
-
30 years 
31 w• 35 years 
36 
-
40 years 
41 
-
50 years 
50 + 
2. Sex: 
Male 
Female 
3, Position in School: 
Headmaster 
Teacher 
4. How Many Years of Full-time Teaching have 
You Completed? 
Less Than One Year 
1 
-
2 years 
3 
-
4 years 
5 
-
6 years 
7 
-
10 years 
More Than 10 years 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
01 
02 
01 
02 
I 13 04 
05 
06 
-~---
, __ . 
.,~~~~~~--~--~-·· ..... ~~~-
,,.. 
,,.. 
5, What Grade(s) are You Teaching in 
1972? (Please Cross One Box Only), 
Grade I 01 
,,.. Grade II 02 
Grade III 03 
Grade IV 04 
,,.. Grade v 05 
Grade VI 06 
Grade VII 07 
,,.. Composite oa 
Non-teaching Headmaster 09 
If Composite, Please Indicate Which Grades: 
,,.. 
........................................ ,e,.4,101••···· 
......................... , •••••••••• ,., ....... 0 •• , ••••• 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. . 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ II - THE COMMUNITY 
6. The School is Located: 
On a Mission 
On a Station 
In a Town 
7. The General Location of the School is: 
Kimberley 
North-west 
Midlands 
Gold:fields 
Great Southern 
South-west 
01 
02 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
oa 
06 
- .......... ,...,,.......... ........ ~~~~~~~~~--~~ .... ~~~~~ 
8, nie Total Enrolment in the School is: 
~ Up to 50 pupils 01 
50 
-
100 pupils 02 
100 
-
200 pupils 03 
~ 200 
-
300 pupils 04 
300 
-
400 pupils 05 
400 
-
500 pupils 06 
~ Over 500 pupils []~, 
9. The Number of Aborigines Enrolled at the 
~ School is ...................... " , ... ,. .. , . " , . 
~ 
~ 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. 
10. ls Pre-scnool Education for Aboriginal 
Ghildren Available? 
Yes 
No 
Comments:· 
I 
· 11. Is Th~re an Educational .Programme Available 
for Adult Aborigines in: 
Literacy 
· Other Cou.rses 
Comments: 
01 
02 
01. 
02 
... ,................-.-~ .. ~ 
... 
.. 
12. In This Community, Housing .For Aborigines 
is Located Approximately as Follows: 
!11 The Town 
At a Reserve 
other 
~.. ---· ··--
.. 
13. ls There a.Hostel for Aboriginal Children? 
Yes 
No 
.. 
.. 
.. 
percent 
••••••• 
percent .. 
It ,S II 6 • •• percent 
01 
02· 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,.... 
•~r..-
~ 
~ III IN-SERVICE EDUCATION INFO~~ 
"Clearly_ dillned ne~ rolic,i,e.~re a matt~ 9f .ux:W!nc;y -
" 
·- ........ ,,.,~, Fr ... ...........- ~~.,. 
14. 
15. 
Do you believe that you understand what the Department's 
current policies in Aboriginal education are? 
Yes - all 
Yes - some 
No 
Uncertain 
In your school's policy are there any guidelines to the 
staff concerning Aboriginal education? 
Yes - comprehensive 
Yes - some 
No 
[:] 1 
Cl 2 
D 3 
D 4 
01 
02 
CJ 3 
.... r •S ~,,-P' • p II I I I._ fN,1 .... _.--
10. What steps are taken in your school to ensure that all 
teachers ere aware of the school's poiicies concerning 
Aboriginal education? Please describe briefly. 
- -
17. Do you consider that new Government policies on 
Aboriginal education are needed? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
~!L_S2,.f,..l\PEOintment 
18. Do you regard a two-year.limit in a school as being 
detrimental to the education of the Aboriginal children? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
01 
02 
03 
----~-·~ 
D 1 
D 2 
D 3 
.......... ...,...,.......JC I 
-·•"•JIW--•11 
--
"JII ....... , ..... .... ~~....,.... 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. 
19. Do you believe that a maximu~ limit should be set for 
service in a predominantly .Aboriginal school? 
Yea 
No 
Uncertain 
20. If so, what do you believe this limit should be -
(i) 
(ii) 
for a Headmaster? 
for an assistant? 
years 
years 
01 
02 
03 
Piii , . ....._... ...... ,, ~- •• •• ......,,. r.4 ........... --------------------·-----------.. ~-----------· 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,,.. 
,.. 
.,,,,._ __ _ 
,,.. 
,,.. -
,,.. 
,,.. 
r 
21. Do you believe that a minimum limit should be established 
(with provision for a move in case of illness or 
exceptional circumstances)? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
22. If so, what do you think that minimum limit should be -
Curriculum 
(i) 
(ii) 
for a Headmaster? _ , _ .. , _ years 
for an Assistant? ~~~~~~~ years 
"In that ti]!e ,tp.ey manage to adapt the standard 
9~rriculum atl;d to be$!!l .!f> f,~e~ they are eytt!,,ae; .. so~ythere 
wi,th .. their 2upil,s". · 
01 
02 
03 
~--~--~~--~~~p~-~~--.... ~~-.......... ~~~~--~--~~~~~~--~~~~~----~~~~~~~~ .... ~~~ ..... ~ ..... ~--~~~ ..... --~-
23. 
24. 
The present curriculum is not .PJ'.escriptiv~ as to what 
teachers must teach at each level, but it is ~~scri~t_!~ 
of a wide range of concepts, sequentially arranged, from 
which teachers are encouraged to select content appropriate 
for their. ovm particular group of children. 
For the purpose of this Questionnaire, the term "adapting" 
means "going ~ide th~_ran~ of suggestions already 
in the curriculum". 
Bearing this in mind, do you believe that the present 
currtculwn :ta broad enough to serve as an ad.equate source 
of. learning experiences for the Aboriginal children in 
your school? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Do you believe that you are permitted to "adapt the 
standar·d curriculum'?". 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
01 
02 
Os 
,... 
,... 
,.... 
,... 
--,... 
,... 
,... 
,. 
,... 
25. Do you believe that teachers need special training 
to be able to adapt the curriculum for Aboriginal 
children? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
26. In your experience, do teachers actually do any 
adapting of the curriculum content for Aboriginal 
children? 
Never 
Occasion.ally 
Frequently 
27. n-, you find it necesaary to adapt the curriculum? 
(Please state grade ) 
Yes. A lot. 
Yes. A little, 
No 
23. In what subject areas do you make most adaptation? 
29. Do you believe that teachers should adapt the curriculullf 
more than they d.o for European-Australian children.? 
Yea 
No 
Uncertain 
01 
02 
03 
--------~---
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
z 
3 
~~ A•r--- ;~,~--~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~, ................. ~,_~~--............... ~ ..... ~~~~~~~--~----~~~--... 
30. 
,... 
,... 
,... 
D:0 y0u believe that it would be practicable for the 
Education Dopartr.::'.mt to produce a special curriculum for 
all Aboriginal children - remembering that we have 
these pupils in situations as widely separated and as 
different in experience as Wyndham, East Perth, 
Gnowangerup and Warburton kange? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
D i 
D i 
D 3 
.. 
.. 
• 
"' 
• 
• 
"' 
"' 
.. 
.. 
.. 
"' 
31. If so, please give some details • 
32# If there are secondary Aboriginal students in your school• 
approximately what number are in the following categories 
in English? (Headmasters only) 
33. 
(i) 
(i.i) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
Advanced L(., vel 
lntermedtate Level 
Basic Level 
Cannot mam:ige Basic Level, 
but not eligible for 
Project Courses. 
Cannot manage Basic Level, 
but Project Courses not 
available in this school. 
Doing Project Courses 
Total Abcriginal seconcifl.ry 
students. 
Year I 
If you have Proje,ct Coursea in your school, 
what are your co:r..ments on their effecti.veness 
in achieving coroounication between the teacher 
and the st<..idents as a basis for elementary 
Yearn 
formal educaticd. (Headmasters and Project teachers 
only). 
Excellent 
Very e;ood 
Average 
Not very effective 
Of no use 
Uncertain of effectiveness 
Year III 
-~··--
D 1 
D 2 
D 3 
D 4 
D 5 
D 6 
~ 
34. If you have Project Courses in your school, 
what are your comments on their effectiveness 
in achieving vocational skills. (Headmasters 
and Project teachers only) • 
~ Excellent 
Very good 
Average 
"" Not very effective 
Of no use 
Uncertain of effectiveness 
"" ............,..,;,.,·, 4 I 9U •1111111 II • J• . • 
.,............ 
"" 
"" 
"" 
35. Are there any further comments that you wish 
to make about Proj acts? 
......... ,.. 
.. I 
'·'S_2me.,.k~nd of, overlap o-J stay i,s ... us,;ua.l.!:£ t>l~Jl, 
.P.\l~_!hts. does n~t always tak~ plac~~·. 
D 1 02 
D 3 
D 4 
D G 
oa 
-· ----~~--~~~--~~-----~~--~~----------------~~~-
"" 
... 
360 Have you any comments to make on the practice of 
overlap in arrivals and departures of staff? 
·~--~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~ ........... ~~~--~~--............... 
....... oi..•.··.....,• ..... 1111 - • .IEi !At - ... L \llllb" ,._.,. • • lla:!9'..il!Cltt"•'llol """•n,. ,o .. ., , .. 
-~~~er.viq~]r.,.i~i!!JI 
... 
... . 
37. If you have attended an In-Service Course for teachers 
of Aboriginal children, do you sha:re the view that it 
was "a waste of time?n. 
Yes D 1 
... 
No D 2 
Uncertain D 3 
Have not attended CJ 4 
.... 
..... 
..... 
..... 
..... 
..... 
..... 
...... 
38., List the features of the course which you believe 
1,•ere ~ relevant • 
.,, ....... -..... ... , # .. So•• II!'"!' -~C; ataa,u H Is. *< ..... I II! I Cillo""" 
39. List t~e fe~tur~s cf the courso ~~ich you believe 
wer3 pa:i;·tioul::,r:.y rel0vru1to 
...Jllt<SII A~~~-G1 ~·.,~-._..a,~---------------------
.......,..._... . ... • 'II--- 1 - \ • ::P:Wtt• 1• • I M 
40. L:'.'.lt fe".~;u~es wh..:'.ch y:-au ·belie-.;.:, shoulu be added to 
future COU'.';;'SG3 • 
_____ !"('-._ ....... __ Q ... -~· 
-~--·· ............ ~~--~~• -ll'Nzl<O&S• • Ql I:: & ..... a ..... I' ~ -·- M • .. PFllq WH ., ................... 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
'"" 
We want a..'"l inc.icat:io:n of the rel,,::,va:cc::11 c,:i the 1t:i71 
In-Ser.v:i.ce book f.()'i.' T0:1.chs:rs of A'borir;J.'1.v.1. Children. 
~.IKIIP.,.4,IO;lim,mQ I ,. __ ......_~ • .:.~.,._.-:~-~<.1:.·::-:.:¢,.,1;,~.·~~-• ... •• ~•'1 
41. Plcace ti~'i{ ·'.;o i:udicate y, .. ·ur v:1.0w of its 
:t:'(3levi",::1Ce i.n yo1.u• si tu.;.tit-n. 
42. (a) 
Extl!'s;;::.;eJ.y valuable O 1 
t1ost s-,rticles have relevant information O 2 
About 5G--% relevant to this school D 3. 
Oceasional uee1ul information r--~] 4 
No J.:;elp what0yer O 5 
Wt.ir.;lt _a!!~~):.~<s) di':! you iind 1-eost helpful? 
""' 
""' 
""' 
""' 
... 
42. (b.) 
(c) 
Which article(s) did you find have no 
relevance at all in you1• situation? 
~-"""'* ......... ., ~ -· ,... -
Suggest the kind of information you would 
like to see included in future In-Service 
books. 
"~e seems to be a total lack of...,l?J.,!_nning wi.:Yl, 
~2..e!,d_ to .;A,1!._origi113;l_ e_!iuc.~." 
........... *, ... ~ .......... ~~ ........................ ~~~~~~~~~~~--~~----~~~-
... 
• 
""' 
• 
• 
""' 
""' 
43. Are there any comments you would like to make concerning 
planning for Aboriginal education 
(a) At the Education Department level? 
v ................ ____ it... tll.- . -·,too· 
---~-......,... .. - .. 1a 
(b) At the school level? 
·-~ ... ...,.,.......--~· = .......... ~··- bl .,,....._ ... 
(c) At the Teacher Education level? 
-·----~· 
~.,-.~-.,.--, ..._ ,,.....,.a.,.,o,ww"'11o-• -..-~~-------
··------------~-----~ ---••I_.......,,.. ..... d ... 4-.au(: ................ ICI"' ..... ,..,,., ....... 4d I p!pn ,.,,._,..,., 
,,... 
,,... 
,,... 
,,... 
44. Do you believe that teachers in mixed schools find 
it necessary to neg·lect the Abo:r-ig·inal children in 
order to cater for the needs of white children? 
Yes, frequently 
Yes 9 occa.sionally 
No 
Uncertain 
~~·~~~~~~~~~~ 
·--------
~~~--..... ~..---~~~--~~~-----.__..._.~-·~~ .................... ~~~--~~~--~~ 
Please elaborate if you wish 
llw wt 11 .._._.. • J __.,,P 
,,... 
45. 
,,... 
Some European-Australian parents believe that their children 
are disadvantaged because they have to proceed 
pace for the sake of the Aboriginal children. 
believe that this fear is justified? 
Yes, frequently 
Yes, occasionally 
No 
at a slow 
Do you 
,,.._ Uncertain 
$ -·· ..........._ ______________________ ~~~ ..... ~~ 
,,... 
Please elaborate if you ~~sh 
~ -·--·"'-
,,... 
,,... . 
,,,. 
__......,. ..... - fl. 
,,... 
,,... 
46. Do you believe that t in many cases, "~~~ 
£hi19:,~~m!t jur~ .. 't.213.:.....Wel};_ n.~i ~_.K2i!!£: t~ 
~.~h,o.ol .at-:. ~?rt. Please elaborate if answer is 
"Yest•. 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
_,_ __ .. O'I- ... --.. -. ---~~-·-··-· ..--- -------
~----·--=·· ........... __.... ____ ~ 
·-=, ... -· ..-~ 
!!~JP..e~~!. I.~~c!'J;£!$: 
D 1 
CJ 2 
D 3 
C] 4 
D 1 
D 2 
D 3 
D 4 
01 
CJ 2 
03 
... 
"' 
.. 
... 
... 
... 
... 
" 
" 
" 
47. Bearing in mind that the term 0 remedial II implies a 
remedy or treatment for educational failure at a 
previous level, do you agree that there is a 
"B:!:e.fit need" for "co~rated rem·a~~!i.1 •. teachi~" 
Yes 
No 
Uncertr:d.n 
_._ .... >IIS, A ... •11<---- 4Cli =•• l'!a~" .... l - -"'""" Ro• I • -
Please elaborat,3 
48. Do you regard any period, or periods of an Aboriginal 
child's schooling as being more ''..E:i ti.cal" than other 
periods? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
'"' ...... Ir .,..,, .. !=ii...... I ............. ff 1 ........ -
----'!)- "'114•"'"- ,--~~------.... -------------
Please elaborate 
ll'J;~.tery A~-E~l.i~h 
"lt now often takes ilIU(2.h of a ch,il,g_! s • .E,riJ!!.8XY,,.£'.<:hopl 
educat!~~_,tµs.t.to teach him suffis_:ien:e. !_nglish !..Cl. J;ha,t he,...£!!1 
learn 2;t_ all in t11.,~la~.~n • 
49~ Approximately what% of the Aboriginal children in 
your school start school with 
50. 
No E:ng·lish 
Defic:le:nt English _% 
English skill ~quivalent 
to averag~ Australian 
ch:ldren % 
What pi·ocedures have you found to be successful in 
hastening the English language mastery of Aboriginal 
children? 
·- .,,...,...,.--~-~ .. ··~~--......... l • .. ,_ 
-~~~~,,.~~ L ,...,_.°' 4): 
D 1 
D 2 
CJ 3 
01 
02 
Os 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,,.... 
,,.... 
,,.... 
51. Has H been your experience that the language 
deficiency is so great that 1'often" education 
"must· be considered ti>_?,~ ei tb.e'ra~:r:,ce. or..!. 
!h!..f!?" 
Yes 
No 
r_n _ _.. a ............ JS _____ ,.... ___ _ 
___..,ff ; II # • -· TCIAI, _______________________ _ 
Please elaborate 
Qt 
02 
,. 1,a t U:di I .tJ/1 lat.:t 1,eil10 .. A:llo. L .--•4....,.._....... . ..;.e,a a aMIIW~ 
52. Please give a brief description of the present employment 
prospects of Aboriginal boys and girls who leave your 
school. 
·-- - ...... ....,. .... - .. -· 
53. What suggestions would you like to make concerning 
the vocational training of the boys and girls who now 
live in your ceutre? 
_______________ ,_..,, --- ' ... _..__..__._ _________ _ 
- • -· ... .,,.~ • _ .. ,,,. ~· -~- -·r- ••••,. ....,., • rwr ..., - ni-, ...... _w 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~-
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
~ 
.,... 
1"', 
54. 
55. 
Do you believe that the present employment situation 
for Aboriginal school leavers has any effect on the 
educational process? Give details. 
~ .... _ .. _ --,..--- -... ......-... 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~---~~~~~w 
What suggestions would you like to make concerning 
the ~2X~n~ of Aboriginal boys and girls from 
your area? 
----- - + ,:,,..... __ 
----·-""IL~ "' '"--+WWW MIC- di - -··-~•-d••--•• 
-~_,,....... .......... _II" -~ 
--- ----~--
-----·-- .Ao 00 Nil ;J ·- WI.. - i:,,,o, .., •••-•• 
, •. .,. W:.Cl-·$64-Q "IQ-
56. Health 
·--
Has any evidence come to your a.tte11tion to suggest 
that the nutrition level or the general health of the 
Aboriginal children may hinder tbejr progress in school? 
Please give details. 
Ml4 4 IIIO-Ul"l-
_.__,.._.. ____ 7\11_ Ql.'S:""'·- .. - .. - -· .,·----· .. ,a,, .. 
-~ .... "--~-c:: lJ~ ..... °'_.......,_.._ ll- t --
- .... .,._~~"" 4 ~,......,.... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
" 
PART IV - TFACHER EDUCATION INFORMATION 
57, In meeting the educational needs of Aboriginal children 
the training of teachers in the teaching of English as 
a second language would be of: 
68-
64 
65 • 
66-
72. 
Great value D 1 
Some value D 2 
Little value D 3 
Please assess educational motivation (keenness to succeed 
in school subjects) at each of the dtfferent grade 
levels as indicated? 
58 59 60 
Grade: 1 Il III 
1 
-
2 
3 
4 
-· .. - -
5 
61 62 
IV v 
, 
63 64 
Vl VII 
---
Strong 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Weak 
• ·-·-· .-a ::a,,, 4 _.....,., ..._ ........... 
What effect do the long-term aspirations of Aboriginal 
children, or lack of them, have on their educational 
motivation? 
A strong effect 01 
A considerable effect 2 
Applies to a few 3 
Not noticeable 4 
Uncertain Oa 
B~haviour problems among Aboriginal children are found ~.s 
follows: :Frequently Occasionally 
1 2 Ra.rrly 
I 
·---------.:'~CW'-1 ••· II ..- 1 ~~~.IP"/ 66. Aggrassivene(l!'I 
67. Truancy·-a.bsenteeism r ... _.,__, t - -""t-"" ___ ,_.,_ 
68. llithdr~wal-shyness 
~-,,__-I -~---· i· • .-:~~ t 
89. Dishonesty-·theft 
70 • Overt sexual behaviour • ... "' ---1' • ,. _,,_, 
71. Personal hygiene v .. 40.. ....... a • _,,.. • 2'"' ...... , ..... -
72. Other, Please list 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. . 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
73-
77. 
78-
84. 
To what extent would you attribute behaviour problems 
to the following aspects of cultural backgroun.d? 
A large extent Some extent 
1 2 
73. Permissive child-
re.siring 
-
74. Parental disinterest 
--
75. Present living 
Not Significant Uncertain 
3 4 
.. r·~ .. , 
conditions 
76. Peer group influen.cea J 
• J - - •n1•-~ b- __ [ ... ~-
77. Other 1 Ple~se list 
_______ ,_ -
How successful have you found the following types of 
behaviour control with Aboriginal children? 
Quite Partially 
successful successful 
1 2 
Generally 
unsu8cessful 
. 
78. Praise 
79. Reward 
-· 
Not 
attempted 
4 
:=] 
I 
ao. Job allocation 
__ __, ... -~-... - . 
81 • Detention 
- --
82. Withdrawal of 
privtlege 
83. Corporal punishment t=___ -· -
84. Other, Please list 
···- .... - --..........--..--------
~~~·~·~-~~~--~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-
__ .. ______ ___._, ... _ ........ ,:, ---·----· 
-~--~~--·------ ----...-......-,~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
-~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------...-.---~ 
85. How desirable is it to teach a knowledge of Aboriginal 
cultures to all children (both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal) in the school? 
Highly desirable D 1 
Desirable D 2 
Little value D 3 
Undesirable r1 4 L---, 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
,,... 
,,... 
,,... 
~ 
~ 
~ 
86. Are there any reading materials ,µ~ in your school 
which you consider have some possible ethnocentric 
bias (i.e. witting or unwitting prejudice against 
Aborigines)? 
Yes 
No 
If answer to 86 above is "Yes" - please 
specify. 
87~ Do you consider special training is desirable for 
teachers of Aboriginal children? 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
88 - If answer to 87 above is "Yes'1 , indicate your 
93. rating of the following topics with regard to 
their importance in a training programme. 
Essential 
1 
Highly Of some 
dcairable value 
2 3 
88. Remedial teaching 
techniques 
-89. Knowled~ of 
Aboriginal customs 
and beliefs 
-90. Knowledge of Aboriginal I 
' 
child:;'en 
--
a"•=---~ 
91. Education of the 
culturally deprived 
92. English as a second language ~ I 
___ _J____j_ __ 
93. Other. Ploase elaborate 
94 ... Indicate i . ..,r each level of the primary school whether. 
100 you consider male or female teachers more effective 
with Aboriginal children. Assume that children in 
each grade are the normal age. 
Male Female 
94. Grade I 1 2 F3~3 95. Grade II 
96. Grade III E±=J 97. Grade IV 
0·1 
0·2 
0.1 [:J 2 
Os 
Little 
vsilue 
4 
.. 94 .• (Cont.) 
100, 
Male Female 
1 2 
98. Grade v t== 99. Grs.de VI 
100. G1·ade VII L_~ 
-
101· Please rate the following teacher attributes in terms 
109. of effect! veness in teaching Aboriginal children. 
Essential 
1 
Valuable Useful Unimportant Negative 
2 3 4 5 
I --· 
.,. 
1- .. _ 101. Understandin,___ 
102. Sympathy 
--
103. Firmness 
104. Air of 
Authority 
105, Ada~tAbili~y 
~-
-~,.... 
106. Knowledge of 
culture 
-
107. Fairness 
108. Patience -~ 
·--· l . ·-
109. Other qualities ·list 
--.....--- M I 1 ad - -- - PII •t11 - .... 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..... ~-·---............... ~------
110. How frequently are Aboriginal parents informed 
of the progress of their children? 
Frequently (weekly) 
Occasionally (once a term) 
Rarely (once a year) 
Never 
01 
02 
CJ a 
04 
•--------------------·-a•• . .,._..,.~__...,..--~ 
111- How frequently a:r.e the following methods employed in communicating 
i1a. with Aboriginal pa.rents (or guardians of Aboriginal children} 
concerning the progress of their children? 
Usually Occasionally Ra:i:•ely Never 
1 2 3 4 
111. Letter 
112. Circular/News-sheat1 . .,_ 1 ·- 1 --t ___ I 
113. Orally/Personally 
114. Orally through 
children 
115. Report form 
116. Other mea.,s. Explain 
..,._. - ........ -.'ri,- ·- ·- ·- . ~- ----
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
117- How are Aboriginal parents/guardians informed of 
123. school acUvi ties? 
117. Letter 
118. Circular/News-sheet 
119. OrallyiPersonally 
120. Orally through 
children 
121. P. & C. 
122. Local notices 
123. Other means. Explain 
Usually 
1 
Occasionally Rarely 
2 3 
Never 
4 
~~~--..,-..,,...._.__~~..._~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-· 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... 
,.... -
,.... 
,.... 
124· What a1"e the reactions observable by parents to 
128. information provided via media listed above? 
129-
135. 
Usually Sometimes Seldom Never 
1 2 3 4 
r ! ·-··-· f --· .. 
124. Sustained interest 
125. Interest 
126. Indifference 
127. Negative reaction 
128. Other reaction. Please explain 
~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,_,._, ... ,.Ml r• - 4 M ,,.. a .. • IOI -----
Where there are problems of communication they are 
associated with -
129. Illiteracy 
130~ Indifference 
131. Hostility to European-
Australians 
Usually 
1 
r--
Sometimes 
2 
Seldom 
3 
Never 
4 
132. Susp:f.cion ~ ~"· • ' t --i1--· 
133. Disencha.11tment 
134. "Aboriginal-Cultural" 
factor a 
135. Other, Please list 
,,.... -~ ..... r.8~411 .. !I 0 - II 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.._ 
,.. 
,.,.. 
,.. 
,.. -
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
136- Some ways of involving Aboriginal parents in 
140. the school and education of their child1•en are 
listed. Please indicate how successful each 
procedure is, or would be, in your district? 
DegTee of Success 
141-
145. 
136~ Seeking parents help or 
advice - sport, picnics, 
swir.mrling 
137~ Displays of children 1 s work 
at school at frequent interva:r 
. 
l.38. Visiting at camp or home. Seek 
ing assistan<-e in improving 
child's attendance 
139~ Making a definite point of 
_invi t~~S: them to school 
functions, P. & c. etc. 
140. Setting aside special times 
fo:r Aboriginal parents to 
visit school 
Other ways and means: 
High Moderate Low 
1 2 3 
-
s 
-
-
.. 
Some ways of encouraging A.boriginal children to 
continue their education beio~q, ~ompul!9TY. l~v~~ 
a.re listed. 
Degree of Success 
High 
1 
Moderate Low 
2 3 
141 • Teacher example, sympathy s 
understa.11ding 
142. Payment of allowa,.'1.ces 
143. Proving to Aboriginal child and 
parents that opportunities do 
exist 
144., P!'ovi0ion of vocationally 
·oriented education 
145. Provision of cost-free 
resid~ntial hostels 
.Other Fc.ys and means : 
-- - ............. -· 
·-· 
--- - . ------- -~ 
, .. _:Qoltf"J•! ·----___.....------~ ---............ - ............ . 
I 
~ .. -
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
-
,... 
,.. 
,.. 
146. What present problems do you consider pl:'event the 
complete acceptance of the Aboriginal in the local 
community? 
147-
194. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~----· ... -------~~~~~-~~~~-
-·-··- . --= ..... --
Rate children from town houses, hostels, missions and 
camp reserves on a five point scale as indicated below. 
5 = highest, most favourable. 1 = lowest, least favourable. 
Level of Nutrition 147. Town 
148. Hostel 
149. Mission 
150. Reserve 
Personal Hygiene 151. Town 
152. Hostel 
153. Mission 
154. Reserve 
Interest and 155. Town 
Attention of 156. Hostel Parent/Guardian 
157. Mission 
158. Reserve 
F..ducationally t 159. Town 
stimulating, 160. Hostel 
environment 161. Mission 
162. Reserve 
Desire for Self 163. Town 
Advancement 164. Hostel 
165. Mission 
166. Re;::ierve 
English. 16·7 • 'l'own 
Vocabulary 168. Hostel 
169. Mission 
170. Reserve 
Adjustment to 171. Town 
School 172. Hostel 
173 ~ Mission. 
174. Reserve 
Occupational 175. Town 
expectation 176. Hostel 
177. Mission 
178~ Reserve 
Low Rating 
1 2 3 4 
High Ra t:i.r1g 
5 
r----a----· e ~ •a • i - "_........,._ 
. 
--
- -i 
I -· i- 6'- t ... ---1--
~--··-.. IJ- ··--i· • +-- 1 • • • • -i 
~ I 
1-- i t---l . ~ ·- •"11 
--.it. __ 
·-
; 
-· 
-tj 
r ·-r-· 
' :
I 1--
_l_ l 
-=r-_J 
c-
I ,__l_ ........ . 
,.. 
147- (Cont.) 
194. 
Low Rating 
1 2 3 4 
High Rating 
5 
r-- i·· .. r , -T---
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
Self Esteem 
Co-operative 
Attitude 
Respect for 
Adults 
Academic 
Achievement 
179. Town 
180. Hostel 
181. Mission 
182. Reserve 
183. Town 
184. Hostel 
185. Mission 
186. Reserve 
187. Town 
188. Hostel 
189. Mission 
190. Reserve 
191. Town 
192. Hostel I 
-
193. Mis.sion 
194. Reserve 
195. ls employmentt offering some security and s'ilti-:Uaction, 
available for Aborigines in your district? · 
Readily available 
Available 
Scarce 
Very scarce 
------------------·-----
--------------·--- ___ , .. 
r: ... .Ii ....... --
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
,.. 
19s- What pl$r..ned leisure-type activities are available in 
202. your district for Aboriginal children? 
196. Organized Sport 
197 •. Youth Clubs 
198. Church Clubs 
199. Libraries 
200. Swimming 
Available 
& Utilized 
by Aborigines 
1 
201. Creative {llus.ic,Art) 
202. Others - list 
·--- ,--.-~...... ·-
. I 
Availa.ble, 
not 
Utilized 
2 
-
,_. - ... -· . ··- __ .. 
.........,.. .......... ·- . 
- I 
~ I 
-
01 
02 03 
04 
Not 
Available 
3 
·-
----
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
~ 
~ 
,.. 
""" 
""" 
.. 
203- 'What planned lej.sure-type activities are available 
209-. in your district for Aboriginal .!_dults? 
210. 
211-
216. 
203. Adult Education 
204. Organized Sport 
205. Libraries 
206. Creative Qlusic,Art) 
207. Church Clubs 
208. Aboriginal Centres 
209. Others. Please list 
Available 
& Util;lzed 
by Aborigines 
1 
--
I 
Availablep 
not 
Utilized 
2 
~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-~~~~ ..... --~~~~~~~--~~~-
Not 
Available 
3 
To what degree in your class does the Aborigiilal 
child's lack of English language ba,::kground create 
difficulties in coping with the normal education 
programme? No. of Children 
Inhibits practically all learning 
Is a major difficulty 
Some retardation 
Not a problem 
Above do not apply (comment below) 
Total Aboriginal children 
~ ---.-~~~~--~~~~~~~~~---· 
Give ratir.g of negative effect of langua68/cultural background 
in Aboriginal children in the following subject areas. 
5 = major effect~ 1 :.: low effect. 
1 2 3 4 5 
r I • I 
211. Reading 
212. Oral English 
213. written Expression 
214. Social studies 
215. Mathematics 
216. Adjustment to School 
... If': .. " -Ii ••• ~-..... ,... " •• -·-
... 
" 
... 
217. What is the average chrono.logi~al. age of the Aboriginal 
children in your class? 
218. What is your estimate of the average vocabularz 
age of these children? 
·~--~~~~~~~ .... ~~-------....-• e• • 
219. Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 
age group would be of most value if related to local 
Aboriginal folk lore. 
Agree 
Possible value 
Not practical 
Disagree 
220. Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 
age group would be of most value if related to nursery 
rhyme heritage of European-Australian children. 
Agree 
Possible value 
Would have no meaning 
Disagree 
2210 Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 
age group would be of most value if related to experiential 
background having elements of both cultures. 
Agree 
Possible value 
Disagree 
....... _ -
222. Reading material for Aboriginal children in the 5-7 
age group would be of moet value if related to an 
experiential approach to the learning of reading. 
Agre a 
Disagree 
1 
2 
_ 3 
04 
01 
D 2, 
03 04 
a: 
03 
a: 
- ..__. 6 ·~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~ ..... ---
223$ Reading material for Aboriginal children 
group who are beginning to read would be 
if related to Aboriginal folk lore. 
Agree 
Possible value 
Not practical 
Disagree 
in 7-12 age 
of most value 
D l 
D 2 
D 3 
D 4 
... 
224~ 
... 
,.. 
... 225. 
~ 
~ 226e 
"" 
Readir,,g material for Aboriginal children in 7-12 
age group who are beginning to read would be of 
most value i:f related to stories emphas1.dng the 
cultural heritage of European-Australian childrend 
Agree 
Possible value 
Would have no meaning 
Disagree 
Reading material for Aboriginal children in 7-12 
age group who are beginning to :read would be of 
most value if related to the mixed culture experiences 
o:f <:hildren. 
Agree 
Possible value 
Disagree 
Reading material for Aboriginal children in 1~12 
age group who are beginning to read would be of 
most value if related to a planned experiential 
approach to the learning of reading. 
Agree 
Disagree 
D l 
D 2 
D 3 
D 4 
B l 2 
D 3 
01 
0 1 2. 
_.......,.,.fJMl!~......,..._,.,.."l:;", .. ~ •••• ~ .. ,,__ .. ,_ ... , ..... ~ ,._, __ , ... ., lo.I!. .... ._.. --~~ 
"" 
,... 
,... ... 
,... 
,... 
,... 
227~ How well does reading material generally available 
in use ~elate to the child's present interests? 
228. 
229. 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Are locally-produced and locally...,oriented reading 
materials avail~ble and in use? 
Yes 
No 
Are copies of locally-produced materials availf!lble 
for research purposes? 
Yes 
No 
and 
[~ · 1 l 
02 
03 
01 
LJ 2 
J. D ., r-LJ 2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~-
,... 
~ 
~ 
230. List basic reading materials currently in use:-
--- ---·~~~~,..,..~~~--~~~~~~ 
" .... dJ .. -, -
'""' • •• ,,...., __ ,___ ...... •-•-•...- I 11111• ---
•~4o ... _,,... ___ o.,,s ff- 11"1 •••·---~-~l'.IJFII. ~~IIIIP. &-,,,e,,,..,'l'lf"~,tt.-~...,..-,~ 
231. ln meeting the educational. needs of Aboriginal children 
teachers having a knowledge of local Aboriginal dialects 
would find this of 
Great value 
Some value 
Little value 
232,. Wbat knowledge of Aboriginal culture would a teacher require 
for successful teaching of Aboriginal t'1lildren? 
Specialized 
General 
Some 
Little 
233. The language most commonly used by the Aboriginal children 
in my class in the playground is: 
English 
Dialect 
Mixture of Both 
COMM'SNTS ON SUBJECT AREAS 
------..~IM~ T I- •• ._......,..,._ 
Please U.st problems, j,nteresta and successful ways and means 
in the subjects listed below. 
234.. §Rok~r....!~B:.U..!h. 
.f.!'2f?lems: 
----~... ·-- -
B 1 2 
D 3 
D 1 
D 2 
D 3 
l=1 4 
[_J 1 
02 
03 
_,___..,._.,___,...----..,~~·~hO~-~-~----·~~~~~~~~ .... ~ ......... ~~~ ... ,~~ ....... ~~ ...... .-~o 
• ., ,,,, • .,_,, '1'411 !Iii -------------------------
J,P;~~res"!:fi: 
---- " - .,.,.... ........ - w ... .. . • ·- ........ $ ----
~ 
Successful ideas, projects, etc. 
~ 
235. Written En~li.s,h 
Problems: 
~ 
Interests: 
~ 
--~--~~~~~~~~ ..... ~~~-~~~----~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-·~------
~ 
Successful ideas, projects, etc. 
~ 
~ 236. 
Problems: 
""·- .. - -- .. ;p ,_...__.... -- - • --- ·-- ... -~ --
__..._,,..._____ -- -
~ 
__________ ___._.__..._........ ...... ..,,........,..,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------~~~~~----~~~~~~~~ 
________ .. v ---
Interests: 
~ 
~----~~·~~ ...... -----.~~~~~~~-·~~~~~--,-,~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~ 
~ Successful ideas, projects, etc. 
-·-.i www:•1-._,.,.u-. ·---• •-= •---- ,.._ ,.. _ 
__..._..... •• - I -
~ 
~ 
~ 
237. fml O_ther Cu£tl_culum Areas 
.~oblem.s: 
~ ------------
~ 
___..,.1- •• .,. ; .... ·- --------------
-··--., ......... 
,.. 
• 
~ ~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~-............... ~~~~~ ..... -~~ ..... ~--.... ~~~~~~~~~ .... ~~~ 
Interests: 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~---~~~~~~ ..... ~~~~--~~~~~·~~~----~~ ............ 
---~ 
Sueoessful,ideas, projects, etc. 
~ 
......... ._..... .... • r -
~~~~~~~~~~~"'.'"~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~-·~~~~~~~~~~~---.-----
·- ·- .. __ ,,,,~-°'· --· ..... 
~ 
238. 
,... 
_ ...... 
....... -----..........-~·-·~~~~-"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,... ~~~~~~~-·-- -----~~~~~~~~~~~--~--~ ..... ~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~-
Why do you think this is so? 
·-- .,..._... _ _...__.. 
,... 
.. 
--·~--~-------
-------------------·· .. -.. - . -----· -·-·-
,... 
239. 
"" 
·~~~~~--~.._..~ 
,... 
... 
... 
.. 
.. 240. 
.. 
... 
... 
.. 
.. 
241. 
"' 
"' 
~.r,· 
Why do you think this is so? 
................ - .... .... - .. ..... ·-· 
,__ -
Methods and Materials 
-· «---
List teaching strategies found particularly useful. Grouping 
methods, semi-programmed material, audio visual aids, etc. What 
special organization have you fotmd useful? 
--~~~~--~~~.-~~~~~~~~--~ ....... ~~~~-~~·~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ ..... -
---------·-· . . . ·-· -- -
·----------~·- •• & Plf•~· • • .. • • - • ---~-----
- 1111•:f' _,,. u, • •l!P _ ..... _,... 
""' ·~ 
~ 
·.~ 
P FPII ... - •-• .. - • .. -~·------------
Please add any further comments on !Ul~ aspect of Aboriginal 
education. 
-~v ·•-tW 
·~~~~~~--·~-~-~-«~-~~~..__.._.._---- ·--~----
..... - .. ··~ • "' • - " J ... 0 ~-- -- --- ... 
~~---........... ~~-..~--...... ~~~· ..... ~~~~---~~~~~~~~~·-----·---· . -
------- - .. 
"' .. 
~ 
"' 
" 
,, 
•··· ........ _ "~"• ••• f41'1ol>. . ,..... ............ ~ ... , 
•• ,;, 
.. .... 
.... 
/; 
• 
j; 
; 
.. 
